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1.13  LaTEraL croSSovErS – ovEr STicK
The final progression of lateral crossovers is to perform continuous steps over a stick. 
This adds an obstacle for the players to step over and it’s an excellent way to develop 
balance, agility and coordination. 

1.14  SHooT THE ducK – Forward and BacKward
Shooting the duck both forward and backward is a difficult skill requiring leg strength, 
flexibility and great balance.  The key to this drill is that the player must lean forward 
as they are bending down. Not only is it a great exercise for many other skills, but 
players will have fun trying to master it as well.

EdGE conTroL 

2.01  FiGurE 8’S – Forward – inSidE EdGE 
Figure 8’s on the inside edge are a fundamental method for players to learn inside 
edge control. When performing this exercise the emphasis should not be placed 
on speed, but rather the importance of the knee bend and a controlled upper body.  
Younger players may find it easier to place their stick on the ice to better maintain 
their balance.

2.02  FiGurE 8’S – Forward – ouTSidE EdGE 
Executing Figure 8’s on the outside edge is more difficult than on the inside, but 
again a deep knee bend and quiet upper body will help to develop better edge 
control.

2.03  FiGurE 8’S – BacKward – inSidE EdGE
Performing backward figure 8’s on the inside edge requires a quiet upper body, a 
strong push with the non-gliding leg and a deep knee bend with the support leg.  
Mastering this skill is critical to executing many of the other skills built on this move-
ment such as backward crossovers, open pivots, and changing directions to a forward 
skate.

2.04  FiGurE 8’S – BacKward – ouTSidE EdGE 
The next progression for backward Figure 8’s requires that the majority of the weight 
is placed on the ball of the foot while still maintaining a deep knee bend. It is also 
important that a player has a quiet upper body and is leaning slightly forward. This 
will enable the player to remain in control and ready for any subsequent movements.

2.05  onE LEG wEavinG – Forward
Weaving on one leg allows players to feel the inside and outside edges of their skates.  
The age and skill level of a player can have a noticeable effect on their ability to 
perform this exercise. Younger players tend to move from inside edge to outside edge 
as they turn, but because they are using more of a gliding motion they will typically 
lose momentum.  Older players will usually create propulsion and pick up speed by 
bending their knee going into the turn and then straightening their leg coming out of 
the turn.

2.06  onE LEG wEavinG – BacKward
Weaving on one leg backward is even harder for players to master than the same skill 
forward.  When weaving backward, it’s necessary to place pressure more on the toe 
in order to maintain balance, versus putting pressure on the heel when going forward.  
Typically, younger players won’t have the balance, or leg strength to master this skill 
backward, but it will come with time and practice.

2.07  Forward SciSSor SKaTE – SmaLL
Small forward scissor skates are a great exercise for working on outside edge control 
and coordination.  It is critical for the players to keep their glide leg bent and to only 
use their outside edges when performing this skill.

2.08  Forward SciSSor SKaTE – LarGE
The technique for this skill is similar to the small scissor skate, with the main differ-
ence being that the glide is held much longer. This helps players get a better feel for 
their outside edges.

2.09  BacKward SciSSor SKaTE – SmaLL
A difficult skill to master, the backward scissor skate requires a great deal of agility 
due to its unnatural skating motion.  Again it’s a great exercise for outside edge 
control, as almost the entire skill is performed on the outside edges of the skate.  The 
body should be leaning slightly forward and the support leg needs to be bent in order 
to maintain balance.

2.10  BacKward SciSSor SKaTE – LarGE
Increasing the length of the glide is the next progression of the backward scissor 
skate. To maintain balance during this exercise the upper body must face forward and 
remain square. It is important to maintain a deep knee bend.

2.11  SLaLom – aLTErnaTinG LEad FooT
Performing slaloms by alternating the lead foot is another great exercise for improving 
edge control.  It’s important that each time they go into a turn, the players’ feet 
exchange front and back positions and never leave the ice.

The following terms and definitions can be found in the Skills of Gold DVD set. 

Reference number indicates the skill presented in this DVD set. 

SKaTinG

BaLancE and aGiLiTy

1.01  BaSic STancE
Balance starts with the basic stance, or “ready” position. This is the starting position 
for many of the basic skating skills.  In the forward stance, the player’s feet should be 
shoulder width apart with the toes pointing slightly outward. Knees and ankles are 
flexed at approximately 45 degrees. The upper body leans slightly forward with the 
weight on the balls of the feet. Make sure the head is up and eyes are looking forward. 
With the stick held in both hands, the blade should lay flat on the ice and slightly to the 
side of the body.  The backward stance is very similar to the forward stance, except the 
body is slightly more upright and the weight is placed more to the front of the foot.

1.02  GETTinG up From THE icE
Getting up from the ice is one of the first skills players need to learn.  Players should 
rise to a kneeling position, then raise one knee forward to act as a brace. With both 
hands on the stick, push down on the raised knee and lift up to the ready position.

1.03  BaLancE on onE FooT
Being able to balance on one foot is a fundamental skating skill. As with the basic 
stance, the player must keep the knees and ankles flexed to maintain balance. 
However, all of the player’s weight will be transferred to the one foot remaining on the 
ice. Make sure the stick is out in front of the body so it cannot be used as a means 
of support.

1.04  JumpinG – onE FooT
Once players can balance on one foot, they can progress to jumping up and down.  
Keeping constant flexion in the knee will help to develop greater agility and leg 
strength.

1.05  GLidinG - arm pump
Gliding using the arms to propel the body is not a skill typically used in hockey, but it 
does show players the importance of using the arms in skating and the extra speed 
that a strong pumping action of the arms generates. 

1.06  GLidinG on Two SKaTES
Gliding on two skates can happen many times throughout a practice or game.  It is 
usually the preliminary movement in which the player begins striding, turning or stop-
ping.  Gliding on both skates is simply a moving hockey stance. Performing this drill 
backward is basically the same, with the exception that the body will be in a more 
upright position.

1.07  GLidinG on onE SKaTE - Forward
Learning to balance and glide on one foot is essential, because proper skating tech-
nique requires that one foot must be under the body’s centre of gravity at all times. 
This is done by maintaining the basic stance on the supporting leg while picking up 
the opposite foot.

1.08  GLidinG on onE SKaTE - BacKward
Gliding backward on one skate is essentially the same as gliding forward with the 
main difference being that the body is more upright instead of bent slightly forward.  
Again the supporting leg is kept in the basic stance position, with the skate blade flat 
on the ice, not the edges.

1.09  GLidinG wiTH KnEE BEnd
The next progression for gliding on one foot is to add a deep knee bend. Not only will 
this help to develop balance, but it also prepares the player for forward striding. 

1.10  GLidinG – onE FooT – ToE on pucK
Placing the toe on a puck helps players develop their balance while moving. When 
players perform this exercise, they are constantly changing their balance points; 
therefore they must keep their weight on the planted foot.

1.11  LaTEraL croSSovErS – STEp and pLanT
Lateral crossovers are an excellent way for players to learn and develop their balance. 
Proper execution of this drill requires that the feet and shoulders remain perpen-
dicular to the direction of the movement. It is important that the upper body is kept 
as still and level as possible throughout the drill. To maintain balance during this drill 
it is critical to keep the blades flat on the ice.

1.12  LaTEraL croSSovErS – conTinuouS
The next progression for lateral crossovers is to take three steps in each direc-
tion. Make sure to finish and hold in the ready position before changing directions. 
Increasing the speed of this drill will become easier with practice.
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Forward SKaTinG and STridinG

4.01  c-cuTS - LEFT FooT / riGHT FooT
C-cuts are a basic skill that can help younger players with their forward skating. The 
c-cut is an important skill to master because it’s a necessary component of many 
other skills such as crossovers and propulsion while turning.  The basic c-cut involves 
using one leg as the glide leg and the other, as the drive leg.  The drive leg must 
recover directly under the body next to the glide leg.

4.02  c-cuTS – aLTErnaTinG
The next progression of the basic c-cut is to alternate the legs. 

4.03  c-cuTS – BoTH FEET
The third progression of basic c-cuts is for both feet to perform the action 
simultaneously.

4.04  c-cuTS – puLLinG parTnEr
Having the players pair up and pull each other while performing c-cuts is an easy way 
to offer resistance.  If done properly, the added resistance will help players perform 
a more precise c-cut allowing them to concentrate on doing the technical aspects of 
the skill correctly.

4.05  SLaLom – c-cuTS narrow
Slalom c-cuts narrow is a similar motion to downhill skiing. It is in fact an unnatural 
skating motion because the feet are always together and parallel.  This is a great skill for 
helping players develop their coordination and achieve better control of their skates.

4.06  SLaLom – c-cuTS widE
This exercise is similar to slalom c-cuts narrow. The difference is, a wider pattern for 
the slalom, and the c-cut is more exaggerated.

4.07  SLaLom – puLLinG parTnEr
Using the slalom technique while pulling a partner is a great exercise that adds 
resistance while also building strength. 

4.08  c-cuTS – BacK FooT croSSundErS
This combination skill involves two actions.  The first is a simple c-cut on the inside edge, 
the second is a c-cut on the outside edge of the same skate.  This second action is a diffi-
cult skill because creating the additional propulsion requires that the entire skate blade 
remain in contact with the ice while the outside edge of the heel is driving downward.

4.09  c-cuTS – aLTErnaTE croSSundErS
The next progression of c-cuts is both feet taking turns performing the c-cut and 
crossunder.

4.10  c-cuTS – HEEL onLy
A good exercise for improving quickness of the feet is to perform C- Cuts with the heel 
of the skate. By concentrating on only using their heels, players can greatly improve 
the strength of their push.

4.11  Forward STridinG
Taking fast, short strides helps to develop powerful skating.  The basic forward stride 
is derived from a sequential extension of the hip, knee and ankle in a lateral thrust. 
The knee of the gliding leg must be fully flexed, extending beyond the toe of the skate. 
The weight of the body needs to transfer over the striding leg at the beginning of each 
stride.  The ankle and foot of the striding leg should be completely extended to the tip 
of the toe.  The skate of the recovery leg should be kept low to the ice, passing under 
the centre of gravity.  It is common to see younger players use a high heel kick after 
the stride, but this makes the recovery time longer.  As speed increases, longer and 
less frequent strides may be taken to maintain speed.

4.12  ExaGGEraTEd STridE
The exaggerated stride is a good technique for getting players to slow down and 
lengthen the movements of the forward stride. This not only helps them get a better 
feel for how these movements should flow together but they can also put more focus 
on the push, glide and recovery stages.

4.13  Forward STridinG – puLLinG parTnEr
Forward striding while pulling or pushing a partner is another technique that will force 
a longer stride. The player doing the pulling typically leans forward more which causes 
them to use longer strides.  The resistance also helps build leg strength.

4.14  wEavE – croSSovErS wiTH pyLonS
A good exercise for working on edge control is performing crossovers while weaving 
around pylons.  It helps players concentrate on gliding on their outside edges and the 
pylons keep the players in controlled movements where speed is not important.

4.15  wEavE – croSSundErS wiTH pyLonS
This drill can be used to help develop edge control.  It promotes agility and coordina-
tion. The feet are constantly crossing each other and alternating pushes off the inside 
and outside edges.

2.12  SLaLom – STicKS on icE
Another good exercise for edge control is the slalom with sticks on ice. Players need 
to focus on using a deep knee bend to keep them moving.  It’s an exaggerated 
move, but it helps players master the proper slalom technique. The sticks are there to 
prevent any momentum that may be gained by forward striding.  

STarTinG and SToppinG

3.01  T – STarT
The “T” Start is normally the first start taught to beginners because it’s relatively easy 
to demonstrate and explain. The upper body should lean slightly forward with the 
weight over the drive leg.  The drive leg should also be rotated outwardly approxi-
mately 90° to the direction of travel. The start is initiated by thrusting off the inside 
edge of the drive skate, with full extension of the hip, knee and ankle.

3.02  FronT v-STarT
The front “ V Start “ is an explosive start that allows a player to quickly reach 
maximum speed. The players’ centre of gravity should be shifted forward with weight 
placed on the inside edges of the toes of the skates. The heels of the skates need 
to be close together, with the knees and ankles flexed.  As the number of strides 
increases, the player takes progressively longer strides, pushing more to the side 
rather than to the back.  The body should gradually straighten up as speed increases.

3.03  croSSovEr STarT
The crossover start is basically a V-Start preceded by a crossover action of the leg. 
Players will usually use a crossover start when need to start rapidly after a two-foot 
parallel stop or from a stationary position. It is also used when a player is perpen-
dicular to the direction they wish to go. 

3.04  BacKward c-cuT STarT
A Backward C-Cut is used to initiate backward skating from a stationary position 
without turning one’s back to oncoming opponents. Starting from the basic stance, 
the heel of the driving leg should be turned outward as far as possible. The thrust of 
this start comes from the toe of the skate.

3.05  BacKward croSSovEr STarT
The backward crossover start is a very effective method of accelerating rapidly from a 
stationary position. Starting from the basic backward stance, the hips and trunk turn 
slightly toward the direction of the crossover while the head remains facing forward. 
The outside leg starts with a c-cut and then crosses over in front of the inside leg. 

3.06  onE o’cLocK – ELEvEn o’cLocK STop
This skill gets its name because the right skate pushes out toward a one o’clock 
position and the left skate toward an eleven o’clock position. To properly execute this 
stopping technique, the heel of the skate needs to be turned outward and the toe of 
the skate turned inward. The player should maintain a deep knee bend while keeping 
their back straight and their weight on the balls of the feet.

3.07  ouTSidE LEG STop  
The outside leg stop is a common stop used by many beginner skaters. To execute 
this stop correctly, the players’ weight must be on the inside edge of their outside leg. 
Their inside leg should be held above the ice, ready to initiate a new stride.

3.08  Two-FooT paraLLEL STop 
The two-foot parallel stop is an excellent way to stop quickly. At the beginning of 
the stop, the knees should be bent beyond the toes of the skates and the weight 
distributed as evenly as possible over both skates. There should not be any upward 
extension of the body before rotating as this makes it difficult to apply sufficient pres-
sure to the blades. 

3.09  inSidE LEG / ouTSidE EdGE STop
The inside leg outside edge stop is primarily used as a learning exercise for players 
having difficulty with their outside edge in the two foot parallel stop. This stop is rarely 
seen in game situations because it’s very difficult to execute at high speed and it 
leaves the player in an awkward position to initiate another skill. 

3.10  onE-LEG BacKward STop  
The one leg backward stop is commonly used because upon completion the player is 
in a forward T-start position.  To properly perform this manoeuvre the body should be 
bent forward with the weight of the body on the rear leg.  At the end of the stop, the 
knee of the back leg should be flexed and ready to move in any direction. 

3.11  Two-LEG BacKward STop  
 The two-leg stop is the most efficient and commonly used backward stop. It permits 
quick stopping and resistance against an opposing force while placing the player in 
an excellent position to initiate a forward start. At the end of the stop, the toes should 
be pointed outward and the skates should be in a V position.
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TurninG and croSSovErS

6.01  GLidE TurnS
Glide turns typically happen when a player is either not involved in the play or is 
getting ready to react to what is happening around them.  It begins with the skates 
shoulder width apart and is initiated by the head and shoulders.  Using a proper knee 
bend, the body must lean in the direction of the turn.  It is important to follow the 
stick into the turn.

6.02  TiGHT TurnS
Tight turns permit players to change direction in a very limited space while expending 
the least amount of energy. During a turn, pressure should be kept on the outside 
edge of the lead foot and the inside edge of the following foot.  The weight should 
be distributed as evenly as possible on both skates.  By keeping the skates close 
together and the centre of gravity ahead of the skates, players will be able to cross-
over after the turn and accelerate rapidly. Players should learn to master tight turns on 
both sides of their body.

6.03  TiGHT Turn – divE inTo Turn
This exercise involves 4 tight turns, two in each direction.  Because the pylons are 
staggered the player has to dive into each turn.  It’s an easy drill to set up for players 
to practice their tight turns as well as their speed and agility coming out of a turn.  

6.04  360’S – LEFT and riGHT
360’s to the left and right are essentially tight turns without using a pylon for guid-
ance.  Players should concentrate on leading with their front foot and digging it into 
the ice during the turn. It is important to lean into the turn and then accelerate out of 
the turn with one or two quick crossovers.  .

6.05  360’S – aLTErnaTinG
Alternating 360’s not only helps to develop a player’s tight turns, but also their speed 
and agility after changing directions.  Players should master the ability to perform tight 
turns in both directions, as well as their ability to pick up speed following the turn.

6.06  c-cuTS – around circLE – ouTSidE FooT
The motion for performing c-cuts around a circle with the outside foot is essentially 
the same for c-cuts in a straight line.  The only difference is that the glide leg uses the 
circle as a guide.  It’s the push from the inside edge of the outside foot that propels 
the player in a circular motion.  The heel should turn outward and push into the ice, 
with the recovery occurring close to the glide foot.

6.07  c-cuTS – around circLE – inSidE FooT 
When performing c-cuts around a circle with the inside foot, it is the push from the 
inside edge of the inside foot that propels the player in a circular motion.  The power 
comes from turning the heel outward and pushing it into the ice.

6.08  c-cuTS – around circLE – BoTH FEET
A combination of the previous two exercises, this is not a natural skating movement, 
but it does help to develop a strong push equally from each skate.

6.09  c-cuTS – around circLE – croSSundErS
This is a preliminary movement for the crossover, where the inside leg extends and 
pushes off.  It begins with a normal c-cut, but instead of recovering next to the glide 
leg, the drive leg crosses behind the glide foot and executes a c-cut with the outside 
edge of the skate.  The crossunder motion is how players can develop extra power 
from their inside drive leg.

6.10  croSSovErS – Forward
Crossovers are a method of turning while maintaining or picking up speed.  The 
crossover begins by extending the outside foot back and to the side. The player then 
pushes off the inside edge and brings the outside foot over and in front of the inside 
leg.  At this point the inside foot also extends sideways and backward by pushing off 
the outside edge.  The steps are repeated as the player continues to turn.

6.11  croSSovErS – GraB STicK Low
Grabbing the stick low while performing crossovers is a great exercise to help players 
who don’t have a deep enough knee bend during their crossovers.  This positioning 
helps the players create a stronger push, and also forces greater flexion in the knees.

6.12  croSSovErS – THrEE QuicK - LEFT and riGHT
This drill is a great way to improve a player’s agility and foot speed.  By doing three 
quick crossovers to the left and right, the player is constantly changing directions.  
Younger players often forget to complete the crossover when attempting this exercise 
with speed. However, note that technique is more important than speed when 
performing this drill.

6.13  c-cuTS - around circLE – ouTSidE FooT - BacKward
Performing c-cuts around a circle with the outside foot is essentially the same when 
going backward as it is forward.  Again, it is the push from the inside edge of the 
outside foot that propels the player in a circular motion.  The power comes from 
turning the heel outward and pushing the toe into the ice.

4.16  Forward STridinG – HandS on STicK on icE
This is a good technique for both starting and forward striding because keeping 
the hands on the ice forces a strong toe push and a long stride.  As players further 
develop they should be able to stand up from this position in one motion and 
continue on in a full stride.

4.17  STridE and BEnd 
The stride and bend technique is a great exercise for developing leg strength and 
balance.  As players continue to practice this technique they will naturally adopt the 
deep knee bend and incorporate it into their normal stride. 

4.18  Jump STridE
The jump stride is a plyometric skating technique used to develop agility, leg strength, 
and an explosive stride. The key to this exercise is to jump from the inside edge of 
one skate to the inside edge of the other without taking a stride in between jumps.

BacKward SKaTinG

5.01  c-cuTS – LEFT FooT / riGHT FooT
C-cuts are a basic skill that can help players develop their backward skating. The 
c-cut is an important skill to master because it is a necessary component of many 
other skills such as crossovers and propulsion while turning.  The basic c-cut involves 
using one leg as the glide leg and the other as the drive leg.  After a strong push by 
the toe of the skate, the drive leg must recover directly under the body next to the 
glide leg.

5.02  c-cuTS – aLTErnaTinG 
Alternating c-cuts are the foundation of backward striding. It is important that players 
maintain a quiet upper body and resist leaning too far forward. Maintaining a deep 
knee bend in the glide leg allows a long thrust from the drive leg. Players should also 
avoid swinging their hips from side to side. Swinging the hips causes an improper 
transfer of weight from one skate to the other.

5.03  GLidinG on Two SKaTES - BacKward
Gliding backward on two skates is simply a moving backward stance. It isn’t often 
done during a game, but players will usually use this technique when they are either 
relaxed or not involved in the play. 

5.04  GLidinG on onE SKaTE - BacKward
Gliding backward on one skate is the preliminary move for many other skills.  As 
in forward skating the basic principle in backward skating is that one foot must be 
under the body’s centre of gravity at all times. The blade of the glide skate should be 
flat on the ice, not on the edges. 

5.05  SLaLom – c-cuTS narrow
Adding a narrow slalom pattern when performing c-cuts is great for helping players 
develop their coordination and achieve better control of their skates.

5.06  SLaLom – c-cuTS widE
This exercise is similar to slalom c-cuts narrow. The difference is that the slalom will 
cover more of the ice, and the c-cut is more exaggerated.

5.07  c-cuTS – puLLinG parTnEr
Having the players pair up and pull each other while performing c-cuts is an easy way 
to offer resistance.  If done properly, the added resistance will help players perform 
a more precise c-cut allowing them to concentrate on doing the technical aspects of 
the skill correctly.

5.08  SLaLom – puLLinG parTnEr
Using the slalom technique while pulling a partner is another method of adding 
resistance while also building strength.  It may be useful to have the partner give 
instructions such as “head up” or “eyes forward”.  

5.09  SLaLom – aLTErnaTinG LEad FooT
Just as in forward skating, alternating the lead foot when performing a slalom is 
another great exercise for improving edge control.  It is important that each time a 
player goes into a turn, that the feet exchange front and back positions and never 
leave the ice. This is a great exercise for developing agility and coordination.

5.10  BacKward ScuLLinG
Backward sculling is simply combining a series of c-cuts. A quiet upper body, without 
excessive arm movement is the key to performing this drill efficiently.

5.11  Jump STridE – BacKward
The jump stride is a plyometric skating technique used to develop agility, leg strength, 
and an explosive stride. The key to this exercise is to jump from the inside edge of 
one skate to the inside edge of the other, without taking a stride between jumps.
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6.26  SKaTinG aGiLiTy driLL #1
This racing drill will help players develop quick feet.  The players will need to perform 
a quick start, a forward two-foot stop, a backward two-foot stop and crossovers 
all in the same drill. This is a great drill for developing a player’s agility and overall 
conditioning.

6.27  SKaTinG aGiLiTy driLL # 2
This is another drill that can be used to develop quick feet. It incorporates many 
different skating skills in a confined area. 

pucK conTroL 
1.01  STaTionary pucK conTroL – STancE
The puck control stance is very similar to the basic skating stance and it is the 
foundation for all puck control skills. The player’s feet should be shoulder width 
apart with the knees bent. The upper body leans slightly forward and the head is 
up.  The player’s top hand must be at the very end of the stick, and the lower hand 
20-30 centimeters down the shaft.  The blade should lay flat on the ice. When 
younger players are first learning to stickhandle, they should be allowed to look 
down to get a feel for the puck. Older players should ideally use their peripheral 
vision to see the puck.

1.02  STaTionary pucK conTroL – narrow
This is a fast, short movement used to move the puck back and forth quickly in front of 
the body.   The goal is to keep the hand movements as smooth and quick as possible.

1.03  STaTionary pucK conTroL – widE
This technique moves the puck across the entire body, extending to each side as far 
as the arms can reach.  The bottom hand can come off the stick as the puck is moved 
out wide to the backhand. This allows the player to move the puck out even further.

1.04  STaTionary pucK conTroL – narrow and widE comBinaTion
This skill is a combination of stickhandling the puck narrow and wide. It can be a very 
deceptive manoeuvre in a game situation. Not only does the puck change location, it 
also changes speed.

1.05  STaTionary pucK conTroL – SidE - FronT - SidE
The movement in this exercise consists of stickhandling the puck on the forehand 
side, then to the front and finally to the backhand side.  This can be another decep-
tive move when trying to beat defenders.

1.06  STaTionary pucK conTroL – onE LEG – LEFT or riGHT
Just as skating is mostly performed on one leg, the majority of the time spent 
handling the puck is done on one leg as well.  The first progression for puckhan-
dling on one leg is to perform it while stationary.  The player stickhandles the puck 
normally then picks one leg up and continues to move the puck from side to side.  
Ideally the player will perform this transition seamlessly. Players should learn to 
master this skill on either leg.

1.07  STaTionary pucK conTroL – onE Hand
There are many times during a game or practice when players will have only one hand 
on the stick, usually their top hand.  Initially performing this while stationary, helps 
players get a better feel for the strength and coordination required for one-handed 
puck control in motion.  Practicing this skill is also a great way for players to improve 
their hand and forearm strength.

1.08  STaTionary pucK conTroL – HandS ToGETHEr
Although not often used in game situations, keeping the hands together is a method 
of stickhandling that can be used to improve forearm strength. Players will also 
develop a better feel for the puck when it is handled further away from the body.

1.09  STaTionary pucK conTroL – HandS widE
As with the previous skill, this is not a typical method for handling the puck but it will 
increase coordination and overall puck control skills.  This technique really empha-
sizes shifting the weight from one skate to the other. It also forces the player to slide 
the bottom hand lower down the shaft to get the puck out wider.

1.10  STaTionary pucK conTroL – roTaTion
The term “puck on a string” comes from this manoeuvre in which the puck stays very 
close to the blade of the stick.  The puck slides from the heel of the blade to the toe, 
and then back down the other side of the blade.  As players become faster and more 
adept at this move, it will appear as though the puck never leaves the blade.

1.11  STaTionary pucK conTroL – ToE draG – SidE
The side toe drag is a very deceptive move that when performed successfully, always 
makes the highlight reels. It requires both hand speed and coordination.  The player 
moves the puck out to the forehand side and turns the toe of the blade downward to 
drag the puck closer to the body.  It is the rotation of the top hand that turns the toe 
of the blade over. 

6.14  c-cuTS – around circLE – inSidE FooT – BacKward
Just as in doing c-cuts with the outside foot, this drill has the inside foot following the 
same pattern.  The heel must turn outward and a strong push with the toe will initiate 
the arc like motion. The drive leg should then recover next to the glide leg.

6.15  c-cuTS – around circLE – croSSundErS – BacKward
Just as with the crossunder movement in forward skating, the crossunder going 
backward is designed to isolate the inside foot and generate more power from the 
outside edge of the toe.

6.16  croSSovErS – BacKward
Crossovers backward are usually used only by defensemen during games, but it 
is important that all players be able to perform them as equally well as forward 
crossovers.  The skill starts by picking up the outside foot and bringing it across and 
in front of the inside foot.  At the same time, the inside foot extends back and to the 
side creating a pushing force with both feet.  The outside foot, which is now on the 
inside of the body, pushes outward.

6.17  croSSovErS – BacKward – rEacHinG
This technique helps to increase a player’s speed when skating backward.  When a 
player initiates a crossover move the outside foot should reach out as far as possible.  
Once the toe is planted, the reaching aspect forces the player to pull the rest of 
the body to the outside. This creates more power and momentum for the player to 
perform additional crossovers.

6.18  croSSovErS – Hi and Lo
This drill develops a great deal of foot speed by performing 3 or 4 quick crossovers 
in one direction and then 3 or 4 in the other.  It is done around the top of one circle, 
and then the bottom of another.  Performing the drill in this way is more relevant to an 
actual game situation than performing crossovers around a complete circle.

6.19  croSSovErS – Four pyLon racE
A great way for getting maximum effort out of players in practice is to set up a relay 
race or competition style drill.  This drill consists of 4 pylons placed in a square, with 
one player at each pylon.  On the coach’s signal, the players take off in the same 
direction, and try to catch the person in front of them.  The pylons should be placed 
so that the players are constantly crossing over.

6.20  BacKward onE-FooT STop and T-STarT
This skill is a great way to transition quickly from backward skating to forward skating.  
As the player is about to stop, it is important for the skate blade to rotate outward 
before positioning itself 90° to the desired stopping direction. The weight of the body 
should be on the front portion of the rear skate blade. This enables the player to dig 
deeply into the ice and get in position for a forward T-start. 

6.21  pivoTS - BacKward To Forward and Forward To BacKward 
Backward to forward and forward to backward pivots allow a player to change directions 
without modifying speed. Before a player performs either of these pivots, their weight 
must be over the glide leg. To make a backward to forward pivot, a player must rotate 
their drive skate 180° outward, and place it down on the ice. Following a simultaneous 
rotation of the head, shoulders, and hips the weight is then transferred rapidly to the 
rotating skate while the glide skate rotates 180° becoming parallel to the rotating skate. 
To make a forward to backward pivot the actions are similar except the player will need 
to rotate their drive skate almost 270 degrees. Players will find it easier to first master 
the backward to forward pivot before they can fully master the forward to backward pivot.

6.22  pivoTS – opEn and rEvErSE 
These types of pivots are used to change direction when carrying momentum into a 
turn.  The open pivot occurs when a player is skating backward, then with the weight 
on the inside leg, reaches forward and sideways with the outside leg to change the 
momentum from backward to forward. The reverse pivot happens when a player is 
skating forward and then turns the feet as if to stop, but instead leads with the heels 
parallel to each other in a short circular glide until the player is skating backward. 

6.23  HEEL To HEEL GLidE
The heel to heel glide is a skill that is performed very often, but it can be used as an 
escape move to avoid contact or sneak through a narrow opening.  To perform this 
move, the player picks one foot up and rotates it 180°, then places it back on the 
ice so that the heels are facing each other.  Players will need to have great balance 
control and flexibility in the hips in order to perform this manoeuvre.

6.24  moHawK on circLES – opEn
This is a progression in pivoting that enables a player to always be facing the play.  
In performing this skill the player picks up the inside foot and rotates it 180°, then 
places it back on the ice so that the heels are facing each other. The other foot is 
then brought up and rotated 180° so the feet are once again parallel.

6.25  moHawK on circLES – opEn and rEvErSE
This next progression of Mohawk on Circles is used to increase agility and foot speed 
by quickly exchanging the foot that carries the body’s weight.  It is an important skill 
that allows players to change directions without losing speed.
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1.26  STaTionary pucK conTroL – pucK ovEr STicK – ForEHand and BacK-
Hand 
This is a fun skill that can be done in practice to improve hand eye coordination as 
well as range of motion for the arms.  The right amount of speed combined with a 
smooth arc of the stick keeps the puck on the blade.

1.27  STaTionary pucK conTroL – BouncE pucK on BLadE
Bouncing a puck on the blade is a great exercise for learning hand eye coordination. 
Although this skill isn’t often used it comes in handy when trying to coral a bouncing 
puck or knock it out of the air.

1.28  STaTionary pucK conTroL - FLip pucK up – KnocK down
Flipping a puck up and knocking it down is another great exercise for developing 
hand eye coordination.

1.29  STaTionary pucK conTroL – Two pucKS
Stickhandling two pucks simultaneously is an exercise that should be practiced often 
to develop hand eye coordination and hand speed.  Players should be given time to 
work on this at the start or the end of practice as either a warm up or a cool down.  

movinG pucK conTroL

2.01  movinG pucK conTroL – narrow
The narrow drill is a fast, short manoeuvre used to move the puck back and forth 
quickly in front of the body.  As in the stationary version, the goal is to keep the hand 
movements as smooth and quick as possible. When performed in a game situation it 
can cause a defenseman to look at the puck instead of the body.

2.02  movinG pucK conTroL – widE
This technique moves the puck across the entire body, extending the arms to each 
side as far as they can reach.  The bottom hand can come off the stick as the puck 
is moved out wide to the backhand. This allows the player to move the puck out even 
further. When done at high speed, it gives the player a greater chance of going around 
a defenseman.

2.03  movinG pucK conTroL – narrow / widE comBinaTion
This skill is a combination of stickhandling the puck narrow and wide. It can be a very 
deceptive move in a game because the puck is not only changing location but also 
speed. It can often distract an opponent and cause them to look at the puck instead 
of the body.

2.04  movinG pucK conTroL – SidE / FronT / SidE
The movement in this exercise consists of stickhandling the puck on the forehand 
side, then to the front and finally to the backhand side.  This can be another decep-
tive move when trying to beat defenders. Moving the puck out to the side can often 
make a defender think that either a pass is going to be made, or that a shot is going 
to be taken on the goaltender.

2.05  movinG pucK conTroL – opEn icE carry – ForEHand
In this drill, players use only their top hand to control the stick. The puck is pushed 
ahead with the bottom edge of the stick blade.  The puck must be out in front and 
off to the side of the body for maximum control.  Straightening the arm at the elbow 
pushes the puck forward. When players have open ice in front of them, it is better to 
use this technique rather than stickhandle up the ice.

2.06  movinG pucK conTroL – opEn icE carry – BacKHand 
This is the same as the forehand drill except the player controls the puck on their 
backhand.  A player can usually carry the puck wider on the backhand because the 
control arm doesn’t have to cross in front of the body.

2.07  movinG pucK conTroL - opEn icE carry – comBinaTion
The open ice carry combo is a great exercise to help gain better control of the puck. 
Players rotate their top hand to move the puck from side to side.  This is a difficult 
exercise for young players to master but it will definitely help them develop mobility 
with the puck as they get older. 

2.08  movinG pucK conTroL – wEavinG wiTH pucK
Weaving with the puck is a skill used many times throughout a game or practice.  It is 
basically a series of glide turns performed with very little stickhandling.

2.09  movinG pucK conTroL – onE LEG – LEFT and riGHT
Since the majority of a player’s time handling the puck is spent on one leg, it is 
important to practice this move by handling the puck on one leg only. The player 
stickhandles normally then picks one leg up while continuing to move the puck from 
side to side.  Ideally the player will perform this transition seamlessly. 

2.10  movinG pucK conTroL – onE LEG – LEFT and riGHT / FronT and BacK
In this coordination drill a player balances on one leg and stickhandles the puck 
in front of the body and off to the side.  This is a great exercise for simultaneously 
improving puck control and balance. It should be done in a continuous motion.

1.12  STaTionary pucK conTroL – ToE draG – FronT
This manoeuvre is similar to the side toe drag, except in this case the puck is out in 
front of the player. Again, the player turns the toe of the blade downward to drag the 
puck closer to the body.  As players practice this they will develop both speed and a 
more fluid motion.

1.13  STaTionary pucK conTroL – ToE draG – SidE and FronT 
The toe drag side and front, is a combination of the two previous drills, where the 
player alternates dragging the puck toward the body from the side and then the front, 
with the toe of the blade.  As players improve, this manoeuvre should become fluid 
and continuous.

1.14  STaTionary pucK conTroL – FiGurE 8’S – Two HandEd
Figure 8’s are designed to give players a better feel for the puck while going through a 
wide range of motion.  The figure 8 pattern makes the player control the puck both on 
the forehand and backhand.  Again the motion should be smooth and continuous.

1.15  STaTionary pucK conTroL – FiGurE 8’S – onE HandEd
The figure 8 one handed is similar to the two handed version except that it’s 
performed with only the top hand on the stick.  Practicing this particular puck control 
skill helps develop better feel and coordination.

1.16  STaTionary pucK conTroL – around THE Body – Box
Moving the puck in a box pattern while rotating the upper body is a great method 
for developing better puck control and agility.  The player should be stickhandling 
throughout the entire exercise.

1.17  STaTionary pucK conTroL – around THE Body – TrianGLE
In this exercise the puck moves in a triangular fashion around the body.  The player 
should focus on moving the puck quickly from back to front, pulling it by the blade 
instead of stickhandling it. 

1.18  STaTionary pucK conTroL – parTnEr on KnEES – STaTionary STicK
In this first progression of one on ones one player is on their knees as another player 
is stickhandling the puck while standing. As seen here, using a stick as an obstacle is 
an added challenge to help develop puck control. The standing player moves the puck 
from side to side underneath the stick and performs front to back toe drags around 
the stick. 

1.19  STaTionary pucK conTroL – parTnEr on KnEES – movinG STicK
In this second progression of one on ones, the kneeling partner slowly moves their 
stick back and forth. The standing partner performs the same puck manoeuvres as in 
the previous drill.   

1.20  STaTionary pucK conTroL – STicK THru LEGS
The stick through the legs manoeuvre though not often used in a game, should 
be practiced to better develop hand eye coordination. This drill also helps players 
develop a better range of motion in their hands and arms.

1.21  STaTionary pucK conTroL – pucK THru LEGS From BacK
This particular skill is normally used to deceive defensemen.  The puck is taken out 
wide on the forehand side and behind the body and then the toe of the blade pulls 
the puck back through the legs.  The backside of the blade can also be used to tap 
the puck through the legs.  The puck can either come straight through or off the skate 
and up to the stick.  This skill is often used when a player is receiving a pass behind 
the body.

1.22  STaTionary pucK conTroL – SwiTcH HandS
This is a great exercise for improving a player’s feel for the puck and hand-eye 
coordination. 

1.23  STaTionary pucK conTroL – Body / STicK –oppoSiTE
Body Stick Opposite is a difficult skill to master. Initially, it should be practiced while 
stationary before trying it in motion.  The player stickhandles the puck and moves the 
upper body to the opposite side of where the puck is. Once a player can perform this 
skill while stationary, it can then be done more easily in motion.    

1.24  STaTionary pucK conTroL – pucK Scoop – ForEHand
This is a skill that many players enjoy trying to master. The blade of the stick is laid 
on top of the puck. Pressure is put on the edge of the puck to tilt it onto the blade. 
The stick is then brought backward in a circular motion toward the body.  Then with a 
quick upward rotation of the hands and stick the puck stays on the forehand side of 
the blade as it is scooped up.

1.25  STaTionary pucK conTroL – pucK Scoop – BacKHand
The action for the backhand puck scoop is the same as the forehand, except the 
puck starts on the backside of the blade. With a forward movement of the puck 
along with a quick downward rotation of the hands and stick, the puck is scooped 
onto the blade.
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2.24  movinG pucK conTroL – Body / pucK – oppoSiTE
Body Puck Opposite is a very deceptive move when executed at high speed. The 
player moves the upper body to the opposite side of where the puck is while 
continuing to stickhandle.  Initially practicing this manoeuvre around pylons is a good 
way for players to become more familiar with the movement.

2.25  movinG pucK conTroL – Body / STicK –oppoSiTE
Body Stick Opposite is similar to the previous exercise, except the players no longer 
have pylons to guide them. Becoming more accomplished at this drill will greatly 
improve the range of motion in the arms. This is a great move when on the attack 
because the body fake, plus the puck changing sides will leave a defender guessing 
as to which way the attacker will go next.

2.26  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK in FEET
There are many times during a game when players will lose control of the puck and 
will need to use their feet to regain control.  In this move the puck is either kicked 
from skate to skate or dropped to the skates and kicked back up to the stick.

2.27  movinG pucK conTroL – c-cuTS HEEL – narrow
With the weight of the body on the heels and the toes coming up, the puck is moved 
narrowly from side to side in front of the body.  

2.28  movinG pucK conTroL – c-cuTS HEEL – widE
This is the similar to the previous exercise except that here the puck is stickhandled 
in a wider motion in front of the body.  

2.29  movinG pucK conTroL – SLaLom narrow and widE / ToE draG 
comBinaTion 
This is a series of many previously shown puck control skills. The player skates in a 
slalom pattern alternately stickhandling the puck narrow and wide, and through the 
legs or off the skates with toe drags. 

2.30  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK Scoop – ForEHand
Performing the puck scoop while in motion is more difficult than while stationary, but 
the action is still the same. The blade of the stick is laid on top of the puck. Pressure 
is put on the edge of the puck to tilt it onto the blade. Next, the stick is brought back-
ward in a circular motion toward the body.  Then with a quick upward rotation of the 
hands and stick the puck stays on the forehand side of the blade as it is scooped up. 

2.31  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK Scoop – BacKHand
The action for the backhand puck scoop is similar to the forehand, except the puck 
starts on the backside of the blade. With a forward movement of the puck along with a 
quick downward rotation of the hands and stick, the puck is scooped onto the blade.

2.32  movinG pucK conTroL – 360° Spin – LEFT and riGHT
In the 360° spin left and right, the player performs a tight turn with the puck, heading 
into the turn by leading with the stick and the front foot to spin 360°.  On the player’s 
backhand the top hand and elbow should be held high to make a tighter turn.  On 
the forehand, the arms have to crossover. When going backward, this can also be 
used as an escape move to elude a defender.

2.33  movinG pucK conTroL - HEEL To HEEL - SKaTES
In performing this skill, the player opens up and glides with the heels facing each other.  
This is a good manoeuvre for seeing more of the ice while skating forward. It can also be 
used as an escape move to avoid contact or to sneak through a narrow opening.

2.34  movinG pucK conTroL – ForEHand onLy – wiTH pyLonS
Here, the puck is carried only on the forehand side of the blade.  Instead of moving 
the puck to the backhand when going around a pylon, a toe drag is used to keep the 
puck on the forehand side of the blade. The puck is cupped on the forehand side 
when going around the next pylon.  

2.35  movinG pucK conTroL – ForEHand – onE Hand – wiTH pyLonS
In the forehand 1 hand with pylons drill, the puck remains on the forehand side of the 
blade but this time, the player uses only their top hand to control the stick.  This is a 
great drill for developing soft hands. When the drill is executed while going backward 
no pylons are used but again the puck always stays on the forehand side of the blade.

2.36  movinG pucK conTroL – BacKHand – onE Hand – wiTH pyLonS
This skill is more difficult to execute on the backhand than on the forehand.  When 
approaching a pylon the body needs to swing out wide and the puck should come 
almost to a stop. Once the arms follow through and catch up to the body, the 
player should recover the puck and repeat the manoeuvre around the pylons. When 
performing this drill backward, players skate in a slalom pattern. The puck is dragged 
from side to side on the backhand without ever leaving the blade.

2.37  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK inSidE pyLon –oFF
In this drill the player performs turns around a group of pylons. Instead of carrying the 
puck around the staggered pylons, the puck is slipped inside and the player picks it 
up after skating around each pylon.

2.11  movinG pucK conTroL – onE Hand
Just as the majority of skating is performed on one leg, players mostly handle the 
puck with one hand as well. Practicing one handed puck control will improve hand 
and forearm strength as well as puck mobility. 

2.12  movinG pucK conTroL – THrEE croSSovErS - carry THE pucK
In game situations, this skill is useful for keeping an opponent guessing. The three 
consecutive crossovers cause the player to move quickly from side to side.  The blade 
of the stick is used to cup the puck as the player changes directions.

2.13  movinG pucK conTroL – THrEE croSSovErS – STicKHandLinG THE 
pucK
This is the same as the previous drill except the player constantly stickhandles the 
puck while performing the crossovers.  This drill will help players develop quick feet, 
and quick hands.

2.14  movinG pucK conTroL – croSSovEr circLE – carry THE pucK
Here, players perform crossovers around a circle while carrying the puck on either the 
forehand or backhand.  The puck is either pushed or pulled depending on whether 
the player is going forward or backward.

2.15  movinG pucK conTroL – croSSovEr circLE - STicKHandLE
Performing crossovers around a circle while stickhandling is similar to the previous 
drill but instead of carrying the puck the player constantly stickhandles while 
performing the crossovers.  The puck should be handled off to the side rather than 
in front of the body. Because this exercise requires the players to perform several 
skills in combination, it helps to improve foot speed, hand speed and puck control 
coordination.

2.16  movinG pucK conTroL – HandS ToGETHEr
Although rarely used as a way of handling the puck in game situations, keeping the 
hands together is a method of stickhandling that can be used to improve forearm 
strength. Players will also develop a better feel for the puck when it is handled further 
away from the body.

2.17  movinG pucK conTroL – HandS widE
Again, as with the previous drill, this is not a typical way for handling the puck but 
practicing it will increase coordination and overall puck control skills.  This technique 
really emphasizes shifting the weight from one skate to the other. It also forces the 
player to slide the bottom hand lower down the shaft to get the puck out wider.

2.18  movinG pucK conTroL – BEHind Body – SidE To SidE
In this exercise the player moves the puck from side to side behind the body.  When 
on the backhand side a player will typically use only their top hand on the stick.  This 
is great practice for when players in motion lose control of the puck or when receiving 
a pass that is behind them. 

2.19  movinG pucK conTroL – roTaTion
The term “ puck on a string “ comes from this manoeuvre where the puck stays very 
close to the blade of the stick. It slides from the heel of the blade to the toe, and then 
back down the other side of the blade.  As players get faster and more adept at this 
move, it will appear as though the puck never leaves the blade. This drill can be done 
out in front or off to the side.

2.20  movinG pucK conTroL – STicK THru LEGS
This move is not typically used in a game, but players should practice this skill to 
better develop their hand eye coordination. This drill also helps players develop a 
better range of motion in their hands and arms. Players would typically use this skill 
when they lose control of the puck and have to recover it.

2.21  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK THru LEGS From BacK
This particular skill is normally used to deceive defensemen.  The puck is taken out 
wide to the forehand side and behind the body and then the toe of the blade pulls 
the puck back through the legs.  The backside of the blade can also be used to tap 
the puck through the legs.  The puck can either come straight through or off the skate 
and up to the stick.  This skill is often used when a player is receiving a pass behind 
the body.

2.22  movinG pucK conTroL – SwiTcH HandS
This is a great exercise to improve a player’s coordination and hand-eye skills.

2.23  movinG pucK conTroL – ToE draG – FronT and SidE
The toe drag is a very deceptive move that when performed successfully always 
makes the highlight reels. It requires both hand speed and coordination.  The player 
moves the puck out to the forehand side and turns the toe of the blade downward to 
drag the puck closer to the body.  It is the rotation of the top hand that turns the toe 
of the blade over. Practicing this to both the front and side of the body will develop 
speed and a more fluid motion.
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3.03  STaTionary BacKHand paSS – ForEHand rEcEivE 
The ability to receive a pass is just as important as sending one. This drill gets players 
to practice passing on the backhand and receiving on the forehand. The receiving 
player should keep the blade on the ice, perpendicular to the oncoming puck. The 
puck should be received as close to the middle of the blade as possible. To control 
reception, cushion the puck by slightly giving with the arms as it hits the blade. Once 
the puck is received it is brought in front, across the body and returned on the back-
hand.  This skill is typically used when trying to improve the angle of the pass.

3.04  STaTionary ForEHand paSS – BacKHand rEcEivE
In the next progression players pass on their forehand and receive on the backhand. 
Again, this skill is normally used when trying to improve the angle of the pass, or 
recovering a bad pass.

3.05  STaTionary SaucEr paSS – ForEHand
A difficult pass to master, the saucer pass requires the puck to fly through the air 
and land flat on the ice.  To make a successful saucer pass, the puck should start 
on the heel of the blade with the face open. The puck is then rolled along the blade 
by sliding the stick in front of the body in the direction of the receiver. This causes a 
spinning movement of the puck that keeps it flat both in the air and on the ice when 
it lands.

3.06  STaTionary SaucEr paSS – BacKHand
The backhand saucer pass is an even more difficult skill to master than the forehand.  
Instead of the curve being open, the backside of the blade is closed, which makes it 
harder to get the puck up and spinning in the air. The player will need both wrist and 
forearm strength to properly execute this pass.

3.07  STaTionary BanK paSS 
A bank pass requires the same technique as a forehand sweep pass except the puck 
is bounced off the boards.  To become an accurate passer using this technique, a 
player needs to practice this from various angles and positions to get a better feel for 
how the puck will react off the boards. This skill can also be used to pass to oneself 
or when going around another player. It should also be practiced on the backhand.

3.08  FLip pucK To parTnEr – KnocK down paSS BacK
This skill is intended to help a pass receiver develop the ability to receive an errant 
pass.  The player can either use their glove to catch and drop the puck or their stick to 
knock it down out of the air.  Both methods require good hand eye coordination.

3.09  paSS BEHind – puLL pucK BacK THru LEGS
This is another exercise to help players receive an errant pass.  Since not all passes in 
a game situation can be received directly on the stick, it is important to practice this 
skill.  Placing the blade behind the body to tap or pull the puck through the legs can 
be done more quickly than trying to pull it in front of the body.  And this way, players 
don’t have to break stride while they’re in motion.

3.10  paSS BEHind – TaKE oFF SKaTE To STicK
As shown in the previous drill, it’s important for players to practice receiving passes 
that aren’t tape to tape.  In this example using the skate blades is another great tech-
nique for recovering an errant or deflected pass. Without moving the skates the player 
angles the skate blade so that the puck will hit the skate and ricochet up to the stick.

movinG paSSinG and rEcEivinG

4.01  movinG ForEHand paSS 
Passing while in motion is a skill that takes time to master. The technique is the same 
while standing still, except the puck is not passed to the teammate’s stick but rather 
ahead of the stick allowing the receiver to continue to skate forward to pick up the 
puck.

4.02  movinG BacKHand paSS 
Making a backhand pass while in motion is not a skill many players perform as well 
as they can on the forehand.  The motion is the same as the stationary backhand 
pass, except again, the puck is passed ahead of the receiver while they continue 
forward to retrieve the pass.

4.03  LEad paSS
A lead pass is sent from a player who is either stationary or moving, to another player 
already in motion or about to be in motion.  The pass can be any forehand or back-
hand pass, but instead of sending the puck directly to the stick, the pass is sent out 
in front of the receiver.  The receiver then either starts to skate or continues striding to 
pick up the pass.  The distance the pass is sent ahead of the receiver depends upon 
on how fast the receiver is skating.

2.38  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK inSidE pyLon –on
The pattern here is the same as in the previous drill. This time however, as the player 
goes around the pylons, both the puck and the stick remain on the inside.  On the 
backhand side, the bottom hand can either stay on, or come off the stick.

2.39  movinG pucK conTroL – pucK doTS - SKaTES STraddLE
Stickhandling around pucks or other objects, is a great way to practice the finer 
movements of puck control. With the skates straddling the row of pucks, the player 
stickhandles back and forth through the puck dots.  As they become older, players will 
be able to perform this drill more quickly.

2.40  movinG pucK conTroL – ToE draG - SKaTES on onE SidE
In this drill the player keeps both skates on one side of the puck and performs toe 
drags through the dots.  Again the more often this skill is practiced the more quickly 
the player will perform it.

2.41  movinG pucK conTroL – STicKS
Another way to help players improve their puck control skills, is to use sticks as 
obstacles.  With two sticks placed parallel to each other the player stickhandles 
forward and backward in a “Z” pattern. This drill is great for developing range of 
motion in the arms.

2.42  movinG pucK conTroL – FiGurE 8’S – Two pyLonS
The Figure 8’s two pylon drill is a great exercise for handling the puck in a confined 
area.  The players skate in a figure 8 pattern, cupping the puck around each pylon.  
When skating forward the arm and elbow of the top hand are held high on the back-
hand. The arms cross over on the forehand to assist in making a tight turn.  When 
going backward the puck is dragged around the pylon on both the forehand and 
backhand.

2.43  movinG pucK conTroL – FiGurE 8’S – TranSiTion
The pattern for the figure 8’s transition drill is similar to the two pylon drill except the 
player’s transition with open and reverse pivots at each pylon.  This is a great drill for 
developing puck control agility.

2.44  movinG pucK conTroL – FaKE – ToE draG
The toe drag fake is a very deceptive move. The player fakes going to one side, then 
toe drags the puck back toward the body.  This can also be done off a fake pass to 
the forehand side.

2.45  movinG pucK conTroL – FaKE – FLip pucK
Difficult to perform, this skill is normally used when a player is cutting to either side 
and has to flip the puck up to get around an obstacle.  This is especially difficult to 
execute on the backhand and at higher speeds.

2.46  movinG pucK conTroL – EdGE conTroL – onE LEG
This skill requires the player to be simultaneously in control of the puck and the edges 
of the skates.  Performed backward here, the player alternates gliding on the inside 
edge of each skate while handling the puck.

2.47  movinG pucK conTroL – Two pucKS
The two pucks drill helps players develop their coordination and agility. It is important 
to keep each puck constantly moving while at the same time, keeping both of them 
under control.

2.48  movinG pucK conTroL – Two pucKS – STicK and FEET
In the next progression of the two pucks drill the player uses the stick and the feet to 
control both pucks. 

paSSinG / rEcEivinG 

3.01  STaTionary ForEHand paSS 
The first pass a player should learn to make is the forehand sweep pass. It’s one of 
the most commonly used passes in hockey because it’s accurate and can be used in 
any situation.  Transferring the weight from the rear skate to the lead skate, the puck 
is propelled in a fluid motion toward the target by a sweeping action of the arms.  The 
puck rolls from the heel of the blade to the toe and the stick follows through, pointing 
at the target.

3.02  STaTionary BacKHand paSS 
The motion for the backhand pass is the same as the forehand except the puck is on 
the backside of the blade. The weight of the body should transfer from the leg furthest 
from the receiver to the leg closest. To keep the blade perpendicular to the target the 
top hand must move in front of the body. 
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wriST SHoT

2.01 wriST SHoT - ForEHand – Low
To take a low wrist shot on the forehand the stick should be gripped with the hands 
wider apart than the normal stickhandling grip. The player can generate more power 
when the bottom hand is placed further down the shaft. Finishing a wrist shot with a 
low follow through will result in a low shot on goal. 

2.02 wriST SHoT - ForEHand – HiGH
The high wrist shot uses slightly more knee bend and leg extension than the low wrist 
shot, helping to create the additional power needed to get the puck higher in the 
air.  The puck is released with a snap of the wrists either before or just as the puck 
reaches the forward leg.  A higher follow through will also help raise the puck high off 
the ice. 

2.03 wriST SHoT – BacKHand – Low
The backhand wrist shot typically is used when a player wants to take a quick shot on 
the goaltender after faking a move to the forehand side. Here, the hands are placed 
slightly farther apart than with the forehand wrist shot and the puck should be on the 
heel of the blade.  The puck is kept low by using a short follow through and by turning 
the blade over and downward as it’s released. 

2.04 wriST SHoT – BacKHand – HiGH
The high backhand shot requires more use of the arms and wrists to get the puck 
higher in the air.  The puck is released with a quick snap of the wrists while turning 
the blade upward. The longer the follow through, the higher the shot.

2.05 wriST SHoT – in moTion
Players attacking the net should attempt to shoot the puck while their feet are still 
moving. To be effective with this shot, players will not only need to develop a feel for 
just when to release the puck, but also the ability to shoot through a screen. Note 
that the puck is more in front in the stance and is not pulled backward prior to the 
release. As players become older and stronger they’ll be better able to release the 
shot more quickly.  

FLip SHoT 

3.01 FLip SHoT – ForEHand
To be proficient with the flip shot most players will need to slide their bottom hand 
lower down the shaft for better leverage and by using the toe of the blade combined 
with a deep knee bend of the front leg, players can also get the leverage they need to 
dig the puck off the ice. The puck can either be scooped up while stationary or it can 
be dragged close to the body and lifted up, all in one motion. 

3.02 FLip SHoT – BacKHand
The backhand flip shot is more difficult to perform than the forehand flip shot. In this 
case, the heel of the blade is used instead of the toe to dig the puck off the ice. The 
puck is shot upward with a shoveling motion of the arms shoulders while also vigor-
ously snapping the wrists. During the rapid rotation of the shoulders and trunk, there 
is an extension of the knees and hips as the stick follows through high in the air.

Snap SHoT  

4.01 Snap SHoT – Low
The snap shot is similar to the wrist shot with the exception that the blade of the stick 
is pulled slightly away from the puck just prior to the shot being taken. There are basi-
cally two kinds of snap shots. In the first, the stick is again, pulled slightly away from 
the puck.  As the stick moves forward a quick snap of the wrist propels the puck. In 
the second variety of the snap shot, the puck is drawn toward the body and released 
with a quick snap of the wrists. The stick should meet the ice approximately one inch 
behind the puck.  A low follow through will create a low shot.

4.02 Snap SHoT – HiGH
The high snap shot is similar to the action of the low snap shot, but it’s taken with a 
slightly deeper knee bend and a high follow through to get the puck up in the air.

4.03 Snap SHoT – QuicK rELEaSE
A quick release snap shot is normally used when a player skating down the ice 
needs to take a quick shot on the fly. This shot can be very effective; often catching 
goaltenders off guard. 

4.04 Snap SHoT – onE TimEr
Players can use the one timer snap shot when there isn’t much time to shoot the 
puck or to get a quick shot away before the goaltender is set. Here, timing is the key. 
The shooter waits for the pass and without stopping the puck, fires at the net, all in 
one motion. 

4.04  movinG ForEHand paSS / rEcEivE – onE ToucH
The one touch reception and pass is a skill that requires soft hands.  The objective is 
to receive the puck and pass it back all in one motion. The puck shouldn’t be stick-
handled when received, but rather cushioned by letting the momentum of the puck 
push the stick back. Younger players should begin practicing this at close range, then 
as they become more proficient, they can then gradually increase the distance.

4.05  movinG BacKHand paSS / rEcEivE – onE ToucH
The ability to perform a one touch reception and pass on the backhand is a skill that 
separates the average passer from a great passer. In this case, it’s the closed curve of 
the blade that can make it more difficult to execute. Again, the key is to cushion the 
puck when the pass is received.

4.06  movinG SaucEr paSS – ForEHand
Performing a saucer pass when in motion increases the level of difficulty, so it’s 
important that players use the proper technique.  The puck should roll from the heel 
to the toe of the blade by sliding the stick in front of the body. This type of pass is 
normally used in a game situation when passing through traffic.

4.07  movinG SaucEr paSS – BacKHand
Making a backhand saucer pass while in motion is probably the most difficult pass 
to master. To execute it consistently and properly requires a great deal of practice.  
Again the technique is similar to performing it while stationary, except that, as with all 
passes in motion, the puck should be sent ahead of the receiver.

The following exercises utilize various skills in combination to help players improve 
their techniques for passing and receiving in motion.

4.08  pairS paSSinG
Here, two players skate down the ice passing and receiving the puck on their forehand. 
One player skates forward, the other skates backward.

4.09  pairS paSSinG – rEcEivE BacKHand / rETurn ForEHand
This time, players alternately receive passes on the backhand and return them on the 
forehand.

4.10  pairS paSSinG –douBLE wEavE
Here, two players pass the puck back and forth while skating down the ice in a weave 
pattern.

4.11  movinG BanK paSS – ForEHand
This time, players make bank passes with their backhand to elude opponents. Again, 
this is a great way to help teammates break out of the defensive zone.

4.12  movinG BanK paSS – BacKHand
In this skill, players learn to elude opponents by sending forehand bank passes to 
themselves. This can also be used to send a breakout pass to a teammate.

4.13  paSS and FoLLow
In this skill, one player passes to a partner then crosses behind the receiver while 
following the direction of the initial pass. Both players alternate this passing 
sequence as they skate up the ice.

4.14  paSS BEHind – puLL pucK BacK THru LEGS
When receiving a pass from behind, players can use their stick to deflect the puck 
through their legs and retrieve it in front of them.

4.15  paSS BEHind – TaKE oFF SKaTE To STicK
Here, instead of using the stick, players can receive a pass from behind by using one 
of their skate blades to deflect the puck through their legs.

SHooTinG and ScorinG
SwEEp SHoT

1.01 SwEEp SHoT - ForEHand
The first shot a young player should learn is the forehand sweep shot.  Again, not only 
is the sweep shot a building block for other shots, it is also the most accurate. As the 
puck is released, the wrists should snap and roll toward the target with a short follow 
through. This shot is normally used when trying to keep the puck low.

1.02 SwEEp SHoT - BacKHand 
The sweep shot is one of the most commonly used shots on the backhand because 
it can be done quickly and accurately. Gripping the stick with the hands further apart 
will enable players to get more power behind the shot.  The puck travels from the heel 
of the blade to the toe as the shot is taken. 
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a pass to the open teammate. In another option, the player skates behind the net and 
as the goalie moves across to prevent the wraparound, the puck is passed back to a 
teammate on the short side of the net.

7.06 THE cHiLi dip
The player comes out from behind the goal, faking a wraparound. As the goalie goes 
down to cover the short side, the player turns to the outside and shoots the puck high 
over the goaltender’s shoulder.

7.07 THE SLidEr
Here, the player fakes a forehand shot, then turns the blade over, laying the backside 
over the puck. The player then drags the puck across the body and flips a backhand 
shot on goal.

7.08 drop and KicK
As the player approaches the goalie, the puck is dropped into the skates then kicked 
back up to the stick. The player can finish the move by either firing a shot on net or 
using another fake to pull the goaltender out of position.

7.09 THE LacroSSE movE
In this move, the player scoops the puck onto the blade of the stick behind the net, 
then carries the puck around the net and tucks it past the goalie.

7.10 oFF winG onE-HandEr
Here, the player skates from the off wing toward the goal, faking a shot on the fore-
hand. Then using the top hand to quickly pull the puck onto the backhand, the player 
reaches around the goalie, and tucks it in on the short side.

7.11 STicK THrouGH LEGS FLip SHoT
In this manoeuvre, the player approaches from the side of the net and while cutting 
in front of the crease, brings the puck and stick between the legs and flips a shot on 
goal. 

7.12 wraparoundS
From behind the goal, the skater fakes coming out to one side, then quickly goes the 
other direction and tucks the puck into the open net.

oFFEnSivE TacTicS
1.0 individuaL oFFEnSivE TacTicS
1.1 FaKES
1.1.1 Body FaKES 
When trying to deceive or sell the defender on a particular move, the ability to 
perform a head or body fake is essential. Players can either shift their body inside 
or outside or drop their shoulder to convince the defender they are going a different 
direction.  Players can also deceive the defender with a combination of head and eye 
movements.  The fake should be performed beyond the range of the defender’s stick.  
The player can then move laterally around the defender. Here, the attacker drops the 
shoulder, then cuts back toward the centre of the ice.

1.1.2 STicK FaKES
Ultimately there is only one part of a player’s equipment that can be used to control 
the puck – the stick.  Because, the defending player must always be aware of the 
attacking players stick, stick fakes are an excellent tactic to use to buy time and 
space.  They can be performed by moving the stick laterally across the body, faking a 
pass or shot, or simply by taking one hand off the stick.

1.1.3 FaKE inSidE – Go ouTSidE
 Using a combination of head, body and stick fakes the puck carrier fakes to the 
inside in an attempt to drive the defender toward the centre of the ice.  This inside 
fake should create space for the puck carrier to (then) attack with speed to the 
outside around the defender.

1.1.4 FaKE ouTSidE – Go inSidE  
The fake outside go inside is intended to deceive the defender into thinking that the 
attacker is going to drive wide.  This fake to the outside should open space in the 
centre of the ice for the puck carrier.

1.1.5 cHanGE oF pacE
Changing pace is the key to increasing the time and space needed to generate 
offensive opportunities. Notice how the player here slows down when approaching 
the defender and then quickly accelerates. See how the ability to skate deceptively 
can put the puck carrier in a great position to take advantage of a defender. In this 
second example the player skates at full speed, then suddenly slows down, creating 
space between himself and the defender. A third change of pace tactic is the quick 
stop.  The puck carrier attacks with speed to drive the defender off. Here again, stop-
ping quickly allows the puck carrier to create space between himself and the defender.

SLap SHoT

5.01 SLap SHoT – Low
To take a low, powerful slap shot, the grip should be wider apart than the normal 
stickhandling grip. When taking the shot, the puck should be close to the body and 
centered between the legs. The weight, transfers from the back leg, to the stick, to the 
front leg. The stick should hit the ice one to two inches behind the puck. Rolling the 
wrists over turns the blade downward, which will keep the shot low, just above the ice. 

5.02 SLap SHoT – HiGH
When taking a high slap shot, a high follow through and deep knee bend are neces-
sary to get the puck up in the air.  And this time, instead of rolling the wrists over, a 
continued upward path of the blade also helps raise the puck.

5.03 SLap SHoT – onE TimEr
A difficult skill to master, but well worth practicing, the one timer slap shot can be 
executed while stationary, or in motion, and again as with any one timer shot, timing 
is the key. The backswing should be timed so that the downward swing begins as the 
puck nears the shooter. Players can also practice the one timer on their own by drag-
ging the puck toward their body and shooting while it is still in motion.

5.04 SLap SHoT – in moTion
Of all the shots in hockey, the slap shot in motion has the most speed. Not only is the 
puck carrying its own forward momentum, it also has the momentum created by the 
shooter. As the player skates forward, the puck is pushed slightly ahead of the body. 
Then, transferring the weight to the front foot, the player begins to glide when taking 
the shot. Hitting the ice behind the puck causes the stick to flex, creating the force 
that propels the puck.

TipS & dEFLEcTionS

6.01 STaTionary TipS – on icE – Low
While keeping the stick on the ice, the blade is angled to redirect the puck onto the 
net. This should be practiced on the forehand as well as on the backhand.

6.02 STaTionary TipS – on icE – HiGH
This time, the shot is deflected up in the air by rotating the blade backward to form 
a ramp. With practice, players will learn how much of an angle to the stick blade 
depending on how far they are from the crease.

6.03 STaTionary TipS – ouT oF air – ForEHand and BacKHand
Here, the puck is deflected out of the air by either an upward or downward motion 
of the stick. To perform this successfully, players will need to have great hand eye 
coordination.

6.04 STaTionary TipS– BETwEEn LEGS – ForEHand and BacKHand
In this skill, the player deflects the puck through the legs off either the forehand or 
backhand side of the blade.

6.05 movinG TipS – ForEHand and BacKHand
This tip is normally used to redirect a shot or pass that’s heading wide of the net. 
Instead of using a shooting motion the player angles the blade to redirect the puck.

6.06 SHoT / paSS dEFLEcTion – ForEHand and BacKHand
This tip is normally used in game situations when a goalie comes out to challenge a 
point shot. Instead of aiming the puck directly on the net, the shooter purposely fires 
a shot wide, so a teammate can redirect it into the open goal.

dEKES

7.01 FaKE SHoT ForEHand – Go BacKHand
In this move, the player fakes a forehand shot, then pulls the puck to the backhand 
and shoots either high or low past the goalie.

7.02 FaKE SHoT BacKHand – Go ForEHand
Here, the skater pulls the puck to the backhand, fakes the shot, then brings the puck 
quickly to the forehand and shoots into the open net.

7.03 FivE HoLE – ForEHand
In performing this deke, the skater fakes the goaltender into moving to either side 
of the net, then brings the puck across the crease to the forehand side, slipping the 
puck through the five hole.

7.04 FivE HoLE – BacKHand
This time, the skater pulls the puck to the backhand side before sliding it through the 
goalie’s legs.

7.05 THE GrETzKy movE
Here, the player sets up behind the net and waits for a teammate to get open, then, 
after faking the goaltender on a wraparound, quickly moves to the other side, sending 
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paSSinG FaKES 1.2
1.2.1 FaKE paSS 
A player can initiate a fake pass from either the forehand or the backhand.  By 
appearing to initiate a passing motion with the arms and stick, the attacker can 
freeze the defender, again creating the necessary time and space to allow the 
attacker to accelerate by.

1.2.2 LooK away 
A great deceptive tactic, an effective look away relies on the puck carrier’s ability to 
deceive the defender by looking in one direction but actually passing in another. So 
as we can see here, by looking the defender off, the puck carrier creates an opportu-
nity to move the puck to other support options.

1.2.3 FaKE paSS – ToE draG 
The fake pass toe drag is normally used when the puck carrier is on the forehand.  As 
the defender moves to intercept the anticipated pass, the attacker uses the toe drag 
to draw the puck across his body… taking advantage of the open space to go around 
the defender.

1.2.4 FaKE drop paSS 
The fake drop pass is a particularly effective tactic to use to cause a defender to 
lunge or move laterally.  Typically in the fake drop pass the attacking player carries the 
puck on the forehand, makes a motion as if “dropping” the puck to a teammate then 
accelerates on the forehand around the defender.

1.2.5 FaKE paSS – SHooT 
The fake pass shoot is very effective when the puck carrier can make the goalie antici-
pate a lateral pass. Drawing the puck into a passing position forces the goaltender to 
respect the pass option, leaving the puck carrier with a better opportunity to score on 
the short side.

1.3 SHooTinG FaKES
1.3.1 FaKE SHoT – dEKE 
The fake shot – deke is used to momentarily freeze the defender into shot blocking 
mode.  This fake should be performed beyond the range of the defender’s poke check, 
allowing the attacker to maintain control of the puck.

1.3.2 FaKE wriST SHoT 
The fake wrist shot is typically used from the top of the circles and in.  By pulling the 
puck into shooting position the puck carrier can freeze the defender.  This momentary 
hesitation gives the attacker space to move the puck laterally around the defender 
while accelerating by with speed.

1.3.3 FaKE SLap SHoT 
The fake slap shot is normally used when the puck carrier is moving in on a defender 
near the attacking blueline.  After faking the shot the attacker moves the puck wide 
then accelerates around the defender.

1.3.4 FaKE SHoT – paSS 
The fake shot – pass is deceptive because it not only freezes the defender, it also 
forces the goaltender to commit to the anticipated shot.  The key here is the puck 
carrier’s ability to really “sell” the shot aspect of this fake, before passing the puck 
laterally to a teammate.

1.3.5 FaKE SHoT – SHooT 
The puck carrier typically uses this fake to cause the goaltender to freeze and 
re-adjust, or, to gain a better shooting angle.  After faking the shot, the attacker can 
choose to shoot at a more exposed part of the net, or move to find a better opening.

1.4 pucK proTEcTion 
1.4.1 pucK proTEcTion BaSicS
The following 3 drill sequence is designed to teach the offensive player the keys to 
puck protection. Players who are great at protecting the puck have learned to use 
their body to build a wall between themselves and the defender. By extending the 
stick away from the defender and keeping the feet moving, the attacker can gain an 
offensive advantage. Good puck protection is important. And as we will see, it is an 
essential offensive skill used in Turnbacks, Loose Puck Battles, and Offensive Zone 
play.

1.4.2 pucK proTEcTion - TurnBacKS 
When the defensive team is pressuring the puck carrier and there are few or no 
support options, the puck carrier can execute a turnback.  An effective turnback 
involves a 180 degree change in direction accomplished by performing a tight turn 
while protecting the puck.  The puck carrier then uses their body as a wall or shield to 
protect the puck from the defending player.

1.4.3 pucK proTEcTion – LooSE pucK 
When players have possession along the boards they can use their body stick and 
skates, to hold off checkers.  In some cases the puck carrier can simply choose to 
use their body to freeze the puck to force a stoppage in play.

1.5 onE on onE pucK movES
1.5.1 aTTacK TrianGLE – pucK undEr STicK
Normally, when a defender is in good position, a triangle shape forms between his 
legs and stick.  Now while this is correct defensive posture, a puck carrier can take 
advantage of it by moving the puck laterally under the stick. Here, as he slides the 
puck under the defender’s stick, the puck carrier lifts his own stick over the defender’s 
to pick up the puck on the other side.

1.5.2 aTTacK TrianGLE – pucK BETwEEn LEGS
Similar to the previous drill, attacking the triangle between the legs requires drawing 
the puck wide, outside the reach of the defender and then sliding it through his legs.  
The attacker can now step around the defender and pick up the puck on the back 
side.

1.5.3 pucK BacK THrouGH LEGS
Pulling the puck back through the legs is a very deceptive move one on one.  Taking 
the puck out wide to the forehand side and behind the body is intended to deceive 
the defenseman into thinking the puck carrier may pass. Once the defender commits 
to intercept the anticipated pass, the puck carrier then uses the toe of the stick to 
pull the puck back through the legs. 

1.5.4 ToE draG
A great time to use the toe drag is when the defender has been fooled into believing 
that the attacker has lost control of the puck.  The more quickly the attacker pulls the 
puck toward the body and accelerates by the defender, the more effective this move 
will be.

1.5.5 Body pucK oppoSiTE
This move is intended to confuse the defender. The body puck opposite should be 
performed outside the range of the defender’s poke check.  Keeping the puck out 
wide, away from the body, freezes the defender, giving the attacker the opportunity to 
make another offensive move.

1.5.6 douBLE FaKE
Here the puck carrier uses a series of head, eye and body fakes in an effort to 
confuse the defender.  A well-executed double fake leaves the attacker in position to 
perform another one on one move to escape around the defender.

1.5.7 SLidEr
At full speed the slider is very deceptive, combining a wide lateral move with a unique 
hand motion. Drawing the puck on the backside of the blade gives defenders a look 
they rarely see when playing a one on one.  The initial move of turning the blade over 
can deceive the defender into thinking that the puck carrier may quick stop on the 
back hand.  Here, the momentary hesitation by the defender creates the opportunity 
for the attacker to draw the puck laterally and move past the defender.

1.5.8 Spin o rama
The Spin o Rama causes a defender to turn in the direction that the puck carrier 
initially appears to be going.  Protecting the puck with the body, the puck carrier 
then accelerates quickly, performing a 270-degree turn, moving into the open space 
behind the defender.

1.5.9 – 360 movE 
The 360 is a very effective move if the puck carrier can force the defender to lunge 
at the puck.  This opens up space behind the defender where, through good puck 
protection, the puck carrier can spin and attack the open ice.

1.5.10 drop pucK in SKaTES
In this move, the puck is either kicked from skate to skate or dropped to the skates 
and kicked back up to the stick.  The intent here is to deceive the defender into 
believing that the attacker has lost control of the puck. As the defender lunges 
forward, the attacker pulls the puck back up to the stick and accelerates by.

1.5.11 pucK ouTSidE d-man, Body inSidE
The key to this move is the ability to carry the puck wide with only one hand on the 
stick.  Like many other one on one moves, carrying the puck wide ideally causes 
the defender to lunge for the puck.  The attacker can now tap the puck around the 
defender, then step inside to retrieve it.

1.5.12 ToE draG pucK oFF SKaTE
In this move, the attacker redirects the puck off the outside of his skate blade when 
the defender has partially recovered from an initial toe drag.  Redirecting the puck in 
the opposite direction allows the puck carrier to attack the middle lane against the 
flow.

1.5.13 LEavE pucK – Go around
This is a one on one move an attacker can use when the defender attempts to play 
the body instead of the puck.  As the defender steps up, the attacker lets the puck 
continue to slide while sidestepping the defender’s check.
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1.5.14 miSS pucK THEn dEKE
The miss puck then deke is another maneuver to fool the defender into believing 
that the attacker will either shoot, or, skate in another direction. Intentionally missing 
the puck freezes the defender and allows the puck carrier to then execute a deke to 
attack the open ice.

1.5.15 FLip pucK ovEr STicK
This skill is normally used when a player is cutting to either side and has to flip 
the puck up to get around the defender.  The success of this move depends on the 
attacker’s ability to make a quick lateral move to retrieve the puck.

1.5.16 dEFEndEr aS a ScrEEn
Using the defender as a screen when taking a shot on goal can be a very successful 
scoring play.  Here, with the puck on the outside of the defender, the puck carrier 
uses a toe drag to bring the puck outside in. As the defender moves across, the puck 
is shot between his open legs toward the net.  Usually, the goaltender is caught off 
guard, unable to see the shot coming.

1.5.17 HEEL To HEEL movE
When the puck carrier has control of the puck along the boards, but not much room 
to maneuver he can perform a heel to heel move.  Turning both skates outward 180 
degrees, and using his momentum to glide on the inside edges, the attacker moves 
laterally while still facing the play to take advantage of passing options. 

1.5.18 BacK paSS oFF BoardS
Generally used when under close checking pressure, the attacker chips the puck off 
the boards behind him and picks it up on the other side.  The key to this move is 
drawing the defender into overplaying the puck before chipping it back against the 
flow of play.

1.5.19 BouncE oFF nET
Similar to the previous tactic, bouncing the puck off the back of the net allows the 
attacker to rebound the puck around the defender.  The puck carrier anticipates 
the angle of the rebound off the net and picks up the puck on the other side of the 
defender.

1.6 non pucK roLES
1.6.1 Close/available support – Close and quick support is key for effective team play.  
Players without the puck should always be thinking and moving, ready to support the 
player with the puck.  By moving to open space and creating passing lanes for the 
player with the puck, the non-puck carrier creates increased offensive opportunities.

1.6.2 picKS/ScrEEnS 
Picks and screens are off the puck tactics that can lead to offensive success.  Here, 
the non-puck carrier reads the play and steps in front of the defender, opening a 
lane to the net for the puck carrier. So essentially, the non-puck carrier has effectively 
created offense - even without the puck.

1.6.3 dEcoy SKaTE 
Decoy skating is a tactic that a player without the puck can use to distract or engage 
the opposition.  Here, you can see how the defender is decoyed into believing that the 
non-puck carrier is a threat to go in on goal, ultimately opening up the middle of the 
ice for the puck carrier.

1.6.4 dEFEnSE STaGGEr
If a defenseman has possession of the puck inside his own blueline or in the neutral 
zone the defense partner should “stagger” to the right or left, and slightly behind the 
puck carrying defenseman.  This stagger creates a passing lane for the puck carrier 
and at the same time makes it more difficult for a forechecking player to take away 
the passing option.

1.6.5 FLaT SKaTinG
 A non puck carrier can create better passing angles and passing options for the puck 
carrier by cutting sharply at the blue line, then moving laterally across the ice.  Flat 
skating is an important element in offensive tactics like the stretch pass, mid lane 
support and regroups.

1.6.6 conTroL SKaTinG 
By controlling the pace of skating the player without the puck can provide a better 
passing option for the puck carrier, while at the same time posing another threat for 
the defender to think about.  Here, the player without the puck slows down, creating a 
passing option for the puck carrier.

1.6.7 FacinG THE pucK carriEr
Facing the puck carrier is an important off the puck tactic that all players should 
master. For the non-puck carrier, the execution of open pivots and being able to turn 
effectively are essential to being in position to receive a pass.

1.6.8 SavinG icE
In this skill, the non-puck carrier moves laterally to provide a better passing option for 
the puck carrier.  Saving ice can be a difficult concept for young players to learn, but 
successfully developing this skill will create many more options offensively.

2.0 oFFEnSivE TacTicS in THE dEFEnSivE zonE
2.1 pucK rETriEvaL
2.1.1 EScapE movES
A key tactic used by players controlling the puck in their own defensive zone is an 
escape move.  The puck carrier creates time and space by faking, and then tight 
turning away from pressure.  Using this maneuver opens up ice for the puck carrier to 
either skate with the puck or make a pass to a supporting teammate.

2.1.2 pucK rETriEvaL BaSicS
Basic puck retrieval is essential to the beginning of the breakout as well as the safety 
of the puck retriever.  Facing up ice, the retriever has to identify where the puck is 
located, then pivot to begin the retrieval.  Now as he’s skating toward the puck, the 
retriever needs to check over his shoulder to see where checking pressure is coming 
from, approach the puck on an angle, and then make a good fake before picking up 
the puck.

2.1.3 pucK rETriEvaL – QuicK up
If the checking pressure is coming from the inside, the most suitable evasive move is 
a tight turn.  In this case, the defenseman needs to read the pressure from the inside.  
Reading the play correctly, the player executes a tight turn away from the pressure, 
creating an opportunity to either skate with the puck, or pass to an outlet player.  

2.1.4 pucK rETriEvaL – wHEEL
If the checking pressure is from the outside and pursuit continues behind the net, 
the defenseman should quickly round the net and turn up ice.  Again in this situation 
the right read is the key – the open space should be used by the defenseman to 
accelerate up ice with the puck.

2.1.5 pucK rETriEvaL rEvErSE
Here, if the checking pressure comes from the outside and the opposing player 
over-commits in front of the net, the defenseman either performs a tight turn or, while 
facing up ice, stops then skates out.  Ultimately, the puck retriever must be able to 
read where the pressure is coming from, then take advantage of the open ice.

2.1.6 – pucK rETriEvaL ovEr
The offside defenseman, or non-puck carrier also has key responsibilities in the 
defensive zone. His read of the checking pressure and appropriate call to the puck 
retriever is important communication, providing additional support to help the 
retriever make the best decision. If the checking pressure is coming from straight on 
he should tell his partner to pass the puck OVER and away from the pressure, then 
react to his own read, supporting the pass by moving down low.

2.1.7 – pucK rETriEvaL rEvErSE To oTHEr pLayEr
Here, if the checking pressure is coming from the outside and the opposing player 
over-commits, the best option for the defenseman without the puck is to call 
REVERSE to his partner, changing the direction of play.  Tactically, the non-puck carrier 
must react to the play and support the reverse.

2.2 FirST pucK opTionS / paSS rEcEpTionS
2.2.1 dirEcT paSS waLL
When a defenseman gains control of the puck in the defensive zone the forward 
closest to the puck or the strong side forward, must provide low support along the 
boards. The forward performs a reverse pivot to maintain speed and eye contact with 
the puck carrying defenseman, providing him with a low risk passing option.

2.2.2 dirEcT paSS midLanE
If the direct pass to the wall is not an option, the defenseman can choose a center or 

“mid lane” passing option.  A good rule of thumb for the supporting forward is to skate 
mirroring the flow of the puck, 1 stride behind.  Here timing is critical. The forward 
may need to save ice by taking a deeper and/or wider skating route.

2.2.3 rim paSS
Typically used when the puck carrier is under extreme pressure, the rim pass is a great 
tactic to use when the puck carrier doesn’t have any other options available.  In this 
situation, the puck carrier can choose to simply rim the puck around the boards. The 
supporting forward, with his feet facing up ice and back against the wall, can use his 
skate or stick to corral the puck along the boards. 

2.2.4 dirEcT paSS rELay
If the midlane support player isn’t receiving a direct pass he must be available to 
receive a relay pass from the player anchored against the wall. Here, the anchor reads 
the support from the midlane, and then redirects the puck to the support player.

2.2.5 dirEcT paSS puncHBacK
This pass is used if a player along the wall is under pinching pressure after receiving 
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a pass from the defenseman. A one touch pass from the anchored forward back to 
the initiating defenseman, the punchback allows the forward to avoid the pinch. After 
receiving the pass, the defenseman can then skate up ice and attack with speed. 

2.2.6 dirEcT paSS SLaSH
When the mid-lane support player gets ahead of the play and is no longer a good 
passing option for the anchor, the offside winger should provide support. Using a 
slash skating route, the offside winger in the support position can now provide the 
passing option for the anchor. The lead forward creates space for the pass to be 
made by pushing back the strongside defender. 

2.2.7 cHip paSS
Often a second or even a third pass may be necessary to complete a quick 
successful breakout from the defensive zone. Utilizing the boards as an indirect 
passing option, the player with the puck can either chip pass to himself, chip to the 
player coming across in midlane support, or, after receiving a pass from the original 
puck carrier, the midlane support player can then chip it to the offside winger coming 
across.

3.0 oFFEnSivE TacTicS in nEuTraL zonE
3.1 Two pLayEr aTTacKS
3.1.1 croSS and drop
A cross can be initiated by either the puck carrier or a non puck carrier.  In the cross 
and drop technique the player with the puck crosses in a flat arc in front of the player 
without the puck.  The player without the puck supports behind the puck carrier and 
upon receiving the drop pass should attack with speed.  Effective execution of the 
cross and drop will force the defender to move laterally to defend the play.

3.1.2 paSS and FoLLow
In the pass and follow technique, the puck carrier attempts to force the defender to 
adjust position by threatening with the puck, allowing the puck carrier to then pass to 
a teammate in an open passing lane.  

The original puck carrier now skates in the same direction as the new puck carrier in 
a position of support, ready for a return pass.

3.1.3 croSS and carry
The cross and carry is much like the cross and drop but in this case, the puck carrier 
retains possession of the puck.  By cutting in a flat arc the attacker is able to protect 
the puck and the cross causes the defender to have to wait longer to make a decision.

3.1.4 croSS and LaTEraL paSS
In the Cross and Lateral pass, the puck carrier and non puck carrier perform a cross 
in the neutral zone to get the defenseman to either move laterally or turn to face the 
puck carrier. This crossing action provides space for the non-puck carrier to receive a 
lateral pass in the offensive zone.

3.1.5 GivE and Go
While it can be utilized anywhere on the ice, the give and go is most often used in the 
neutral zone.  As shown here, the puck carrier passes to a teammate, then quickly 
gets in position to receive a return pass.  When performed effectively, the give and go 
increases the speed of the attack, and gives the initial passer the opportunity to slip 
by the defender.

3.1.6 HEadman
Head manning the puck to a teammate increases the speed of the attack.  This 
maneuver forces the defense to adjust to the changing point of attack, which in turn 
opens up space offensively. It is important that the attacking team moves quickly to 
support the puck carrier.

3.1.7 STrETcH SKaTE and paSS
Stretch skate – With the removal of the centre ice red line from all amateur hockey in 
Canada, stretch skating has become an increasingly effective offensive tactic.  With 
his team in possession of the puck inside its own blueline, the non-puck carrier 
skates toward the opposition blueline.  This stretch makes the non-puck carrier a 
threat to the opposing defenseman as a long passing option, and as a result opens 
up the neutral zone for an offensive attack.

3.1.8 cHip paSS
Here, with a defending player closing in, the puck carrier uses the boards to chip the 
puck to an open teammate.  Practicing chip passes frequently will allow players to 
become familiar with how hard and at which angle the puck should be played off the 
boards. 

3.1.9 paSS rEdirEcTion
Redirecting a pass requires soft hands and available support.  This is a great tactic for 
the initial pass receiver to use when he’s under pressure or when one of his support 
players has good attacking speed through the neutral zone.  Simply redirecting or 
touch passing the puck to the support player opens up additional attack options. 

3.1.10 SpoT paSS
A spot pass is used to place the puck in a space where the receiver will skate into it.  
It’s similar to the long bomb in football; the pass is literally sent to a spot where the 
passer believes the receiver can get to it.

3.1.11 LaddEr
A ladder play is used to move the puck quickly up ice using a series of short, high 
percentage passes.  The attacking team can use the ladder as a reasonably low risk 
tactic in the neutral zone to catch forecheckers off guard.

3.1.12 JacKHammEr
Basically, the jackhammer is a very effective way to redistribute the puck to attackers 
that have gained speed through the neutral zone.  First, the player receiving the 
original pass reads which teammate is the best passing option based on the defen-
sive coverage, then one touches the puck to that player.  So, the jackhammer is a very 
effective way to re-direct the attack in the neutral zone while attacking with speed.

3.2 rEGroupS and counTEr aTTacKS
3.2.1 rEGroupS
When a puck carrier with no passing options has been steered to the outside, a 
regroup can be used to maintain possession of the puck.  Here, by utilizing either a 
tight turn or turn back, the puck carrier can play the puck back toward his own goal 
to a defenseman or support forward, allowing the offensive team to retain possession 
and attempt another attack into the offensive zone.

3.2.2 counTEr aTTacKS
A counter attack can occur as soon as the defending team has regained control of 
the puck.  The key here, is to now take advantage of the opposing teams’ poor defen-
sive positioning with quick puck movement.

4.0 oFFEnSivE TacTicS in THE oFFEnSivE zonE
4.1 aTTacK opTionS oFF THE ruSH
4.1.1 nET drivE
Ideally, the attacking team should always be a threat to take the puck to the net.  The 
net drive involves a fake by the puck carrier followed by a lateral move and quick 
acceleration.  Upon gaining the outside the puck carrier should keep their feet moving 
and cut in after gaining a stride on the defender to improve shooting angle and 
prevent the defender from recovering.  The net drive is a priority base for other tactical 
attack options.  If the defender respects the ability to net drive many other tactical 
options become available.

4.1.2 middLE drivE
An effective tactic to literally drive defensemen toward the front of the net, the middle 
drive creates opportunities to score on a possible cross crease pass or a rebound.  
Players executing a middle drive should be taught to always stop at the net.

4.1.3 HiGH dELay
When the puck carrier drives the net and reads that the defender has taken away the 
lane, the puck carrier can turn away from the defender to gain time and space.  This 
high delay provides the attacker with the options of walking to the net, passing to a 
trailing teammate or cycling the puck low into the corner to maintain possession.

4.1.4 Low dELay
When there is no lane available to the net deep in the offensive zone, the puck carrier 
can use the low delay to help retain possession.  The low delay provides the attacker 
with the options of passing across the crease to the player driving far post, passing to 
a teammate trailing high, or maintaining puck possession low in the corner.

4.1.5 aTTacK TrianGLE – drivE, drivE, man HiGH
The 1, 2, 3 attack triangle is based on the offensive principles of puck control, pres-
sure, and balance. To be effective, the puck carrier must be a threat to attack the 
net. Now, this will usually take the form of a “driving to the net” action, forcing one 
defender to go with the puck carrier.  The second attacker into the zone, pressures the 
net at the backside post to create a passing option for the puck carrier, or to draw the 
second defender deep into the zone.  Now, a third attacker, or “man high”, takes up a 
trail position by slowing down and drifting toward the puck carrier’s lane. This not only 
establishes depth to the attack, it also puts the third attacker in position to provide 
support if the attacking team loses possession of the puck.

4.1.6 aTTacK TrianGLE – drivE, middLE drivE, man HiGH
In this second attack triangle option, the puck carrier drives to the outside, while the 
2nd player drives to the net through the middle lane, creating a passing option for the 
puck carrier, while driving offside defenseman deep into the zone. The third player, or 

“man high”, reads the middle drive and flat skates inside the blueline to provide puck 
support an additional passing option.
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4.1.7 aTTacK TrianGLE – man HiGH, drivE, drivE
Here, the puck carrier cuts to the middle of the ice, then to create width to the attack, he 
stays high close to the blueline. The second player into the zone, crosses with the puck 
carrier, filling the outside lane as (a passing option and - delete) a threat to the net.  The 
third player, also drives to the net from the outside.  These 2 outside drives create pressure 
on the net and scoring opportunities from tips, deflections and rebounds.

4.1.8 4TH aTTacKEr
Good offensive teams utilize late attackers to create additional scoring options.  The 
4th player should move up ice to be an option in the offensive zone.  Following the 
play up the ice, this 4th attacker coming into the play, can make it difficult for the 
defense to cover everyone.

4.2 SEcondary opTionS
4.2.1 HiGH waLKouT
The high walkout is a great tactic to use when the puck carrier has control of the puck 
in the corner.  To create pressure on goal, the puck carrier drives off the boards in a 
semi-circle pattern, keeping his feet constantly moving while walking high to the net.

4.2.2 Low waLKouT
In a low walkout the puck carrier creates a seam to the net below, or behind the goal 
line.  Faking high fools the defender. The attacker creates space to take the puck low, 
beating the defender to the near post.

4.2.3 BEHind nET waLKouT
Here, in possession of the puck behind the goal, the puck carrier uses a fake to 
create his own lane to the front of the net, setting up his own scoring chance.

4.2.4 wrap around nEar poST
A wrap around is simply taking the puck quickly around the net in an attempt to beat 
the goalie. In the wrap around near post, the puck carrier tries to stuff the puck in 
tight underneath the goaltender, or before the goalie can come across.

4.2.5 wrap around Far poST
Here, following the wraparound, the puck carrier aims across the crease at the far 
post.  It’s an effective scoring tactic, because the puck is shot back in the direction 
the goaltender came from, making it difficult to defend.

4.2.6 FaKE wrap around pivoT and SHooT
When a goaltender comes across the net paddle down, the fake wrap around pivot 
and shoot can get the puck high over the goalie.  Here, instead of trying to stuff the 
puck on the backhand, the puck carrier steps out, pivots, and shoots high on his 
forehand.

4.2.7 FaKE wrap around paSS SHorT SidE
The fake wrap around pass short side, is a move that plays the puck back against the 
flow.  As the puck carrier performs a “wrap around” like move he plays the puck back 
in front of the net to a teammate.  This play is very effective if the goaltender moves 
away from the near post and across the net.

4.2.8 GivE and Go ouT oF cornEr
In the give and go out of the corner the puck carrier passes to an open teammate, 
forcing the defender to commit to the new puck carrier. After the pass, he then skates 
toward the net in the open passing lane. for a return pass.

4.2.9 GivE and Go BEHind nET
Here, the puck carrier gets the puck to the support player behind the net.  Using the 
protected area behind the net, the support player waits for the original puck carrier to 
get open before sending a return pass.

4.3 cycLinG
4.3.1 Low cycLE
Basically the purpose of cycling is to use the quiet zones of the ice to maintain puck 
possession.  In the low cycle, the player with the puck, using good puck protection 
techniques, spot passes the puck off the boards.  The forward in front of the net reads 
the cycle and jumps down to pick up the spot while the high forward rotates to posi-
tion in front of the net.  Ideally the cycle confuses the defensive coverage and a lane 
to the net opens up.

4.3.2 HiGH cycLE
Here as the puck carrier moves the puck along the boards the defenseman at the 
point activates, skating between the puck carrier and the boards.  As they meet      
the puck carrying forward leaves the puck for the defenseman then attempts to take 
the opposing defender with him, creating space for the puck carrying defenseman to 
move into or pass.

4.3.3 BEHind nET cycLE
One of the keys to the success of the cycle is the use of player movement.  In the 
cycle behind the net the puck carrier sets the puck behind the goal and steps out 
to screen or pick a defender.  The support forward then jumps to the loose puck and, 
(using his teammates screen – delete ) makes a play to the net.

4.3.4 douBLE SidE cycLE
The double side cycle relies on the offensive team committing a 3rd forward low.  Off 
the initial spot the 2nd forward jumps to the puck but reverses the puck behind the 
net with the support from the 3rd forward.  At any point in the cycle if an opening is 
created to the net the offensive team must take advantage.

4.3.5 cHanGE poinT oF aTTacK
Changing the point of attack can be a very successful tactic if the opponent’s defense 
has overplayed the rush.  With both opposing defensemen on the puck side of the ice 
the puck carrier can soft dump the puck to the far side enabling the support forward 
to redirect the attack. 

4.4 aTTacK opTionS From THE poinT
4.4.1 draG and SHooT
Here, the player pulls the puck to the centre of the ice, looking to get a better angle 
and shooting lane.  By using the drag and shoot the offensive defenseman creates a 
better chance for pucks to get to the net.

4.4.2 SprinT and SHooT
Similar to the drag and shoot, the sprint and shoot is initiated by a defenseman or 
point man on his off wing.  In this case, the player “pushes” the puck to the middle of 
the ice, looking to find the best shooting lane.

4.4.3 onE TimErS
A difficult skill to perfect, the one timer is nevertheless an effective shot to use before 
the defense has an opportunity to set up.  The shooter reads the timing and angle of 
the pass and immediately shoots the puck without stopping it.  This is a difficult shot 
for the goaltenders and the shot blocking defenders to handle because they have to 
move laterally to defend against the play.

4.4.4 dEFEnSE BacK door
Here, activating off a set play in the offensive zone, the weak side defenseman, using 
effective timing and control skating, moves in from the point looking for a cross ice 
pass or a pass by a player from behind the net.

dEFEnSivE TacTicS
1.1 SKaTinG
1.1.1 Forward SKaTinG –
Skating is important in all aspects of the game.  Not only do defensive players need 
to know how to do glide turns and tight turns, stop and start skating and control 
skating, they   should be able to use all of these skating skills at high speed to always 
be in position to take away offensive opportunities. 

1.1.2 BacKward SKaTinG 
Regardless of the position they play, all players should be strong backward skaters.  
Being able to start backwards and quickly get to top speed, as well as having the 
ability to move laterally, are keys to playing the rush and steering attackers away from 
the prime scoring areas.

1.1.3 cHanGinG dirEcTionS 
The ability to quickly change direction gives a defender the advantage of maintaining 
close contact with an attacker.  Pivoting, transitional skating and turning, are keys to 
sustaining optimal defensive gap while limiting offensive opportunities.

1.2  1 vS 1 dEFEnSE
1.2.1 poSiTioninG
To properly defend the net defenders should align their bodies with their opponents’. 
So, when the puck carrier attacks from the outside, the defender here assumes 
an inside position with his outside shoulder aligned with the puck carrier’s inside 
shoulder. When the opponent is attacking down the middle, the defender assumes a 
head-on position. Whenever possible, the defender should attempt to force the puck 
carrier to the outside, away from the mid-lane, and high percentage scoring areas. 

1.2.2 rEdirEcTinG THE ruSH
Defenders should learn to read the opposing rush and position themselves appro-
priately in order to steer or direct the rush in a direction “they” want it to go.  In this 
example, the defender uses inside body and stick positioning to steer the defender 
toward the boards and away from the prime scoring area.

1.2.3 pincHinG
When a defender in the opposing zone thinks he can either keep the puck in the zone 
or separate the attacker from the puck, he can perform a pinch by stepping up inside 
the opposition blueline.  This pinching defender’s teammates have to be able to read 
the pinch and stay on the defensive side of the puck in case the pinch doesn’t work 
and the puck gets by the defender.
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1.2.4 Gap conTroL
Gap is literally the distance between the defender and the attacker.  Through 
controlled skating, the defender should try to maintain an optimal gap of no more 
than 2 stick lengths away from the attacker. Now, If the defender plays further away 
from the attacker, or what is called “loose gap”, the defender is giving away the 
middle lane of the ice.  On the other hand, if the defender plays too close, or “tight 
gap”, the attacker can take advantage of the outside lane.

1.2.5 cLoSinG THE Gap
In order to apply pressure on a puck carrier, it is important for the defender to main-
tain close contact by closing the gap between himself and the puck carrier. Effectively 
closing the gap depends on the defenders ability to change speeds and reposition 
quickly in response to the puck carrier’s actions. Ideally, the defender should close 
the gap as quickly as possible while still maintaining his speed.

1.2.6 STEppinG up
When defenders commit to checking an opposing player, they are stepping up.  If the 
defending player sees that the puck carrier has limited offensive options or has poor 
control of the puck then the defender should step up and make the check.

1.2.7 prESSurE or conTain
Deciding on whether to pressure the puck carrier or simply contain him depends 
on that player’s body positioning and how well he is controlling the puck.  Here the 
puck carrier has good control of the puck and is facing the defender, so the defender 
should elect to contain him.  On the other hand, if the puck carrier has his back to 
the play or loses the puck, the defender should pressure the puck carrier to try to 
take the puck away.

1.2.8 anGLinG
Here’s one of the first lines of defense for any player… it’s the ability to angle oppo-
nents in the direction you want them to go.  By skating in an arc, and slightly behind 
the puck carrier the defender gradually reduces the puck carrier’s available space.  
The defender should skate with his stick outstretched to help angle off the puck 
carrier, and to take away passing lanes.

1.2.9 pinninG
Pinning is a great way for defenders to maintain physical control of an offensive player.  
Here, the defender angles the puck carrier toward the boards, and pins him. Using his 
hands to control the puck carrier’s hips and placing his leg between the puck carrier’s 
legs, the defender completely limits the puck carrier’s ability to engage in the play.

1.2.10 Body cHEcKinG
Body checking is the most effective way to literally separate an offensive player from 
the puck.  An effective body check still keeps the defender in good position even if 
the check doesn’t create a turnover.

1.2.11 FiniSHinG cHEcKS
Players should learn that once they have committed to a check, they should continue 
to skate through that check.  Here, by finishing the check the defender has ensured 
that, even though he may have been beaten by a pass, his opponent will not be able 
to engage in the play.

1.3 BacKcHEcKinG
1.3.1 TracKinG
Tracking is used by a backchecker who is following the play while coming back into 
the defensive zone.  Here, the backchecker is tracking between the dots, looking to 
take away cross ice passes.  At the point of crossing the red line, the tracking player 
should read the situation and pick up the attacker who poses the greatest offensive 
threat.

1.3.2 BacKSidE prESSurE
When backcheckers skate back hard into their own zone, and put pressure on the 
puck, they are applying backside pressure.  Creating this pressure forces the attacking 
team to move toward the middle of the ice, making it easier for the defensemen to 
break up the attack.

 1.4 BacKSidE SupporT 
1.4.1 HEad on a SwivEL
Defenders must always be aware of the location of the opposing players who do not 
have the puck.  Defenders help protect the backside by using the “head on a swivel” 
technique. In moving their head from side to side, defenders can put themselves in 
good position to provide tighter coverage on opponents attacking the net. 

1.4.2 SaGGinG 
When the puck is deep in the defensive zone, the defenders responsible for the 
opponents furthest away from the puck should sag or drop down toward the puck.  
Defenders will sag if they see an opportunity to regain possession. Sagging also adds 
defensive support in the prime scoring area.

1.5.1 STicK in paSSinG LanE
A key tactic defenders can use to take away an attacker’s options is to keep their 
stick in the passing lane.  As shown here, the defender can either put his stick on the 
attacker’s stick or in the lane where the attacker is trying to pass the puck.

1.5.2 acTivE STicK
Using an active stick can be a distraction to the attacker, but more importantly it 
keeps the attacker guessing. Basically, moving the stick in this way can effectively 
take away some of the attacker’s passing options.

1.5.3 Body in SHooTinG LanE
To decrease scoring options any defensive player should position their body in the 
lane between the net and the shooter.  By doing this, the defender forces the attacker 
to move laterally to find an alternative lane to the net.

1.5.4 SHoT BLocK – STandinG
When defenders are in the shooting lane they must be prepared to block a shot.  
Now, as we can see here, to block a shot while standing, the defender keeps his feet 
together, and his body square to the shooter.

1.5.5 SHoT BLocK – SLidinG
Sliding to block a shot is one of the few times during a game when players will 
intentionally leave their feet.  Here,the defender slides on his legs directly toward the 
shooter’s stick.  When performed correctly the sliding shot block should result in the 
puck hitting the defender’s shin pads.

1.6 2 on 1 ruSH dEFEnSE
1.6.1 pLay non-pucK carriEr-TaKE away paSS
On a 2 on 1 defensive players may opt to position themselves between the puck 
carrier and the non-puck carrier.  Doing this takes away the passing option and forces 
the puck carrier to shoot.  The goaltender should read this positioning, and play the 
shooter.

1.6.2 pLay pucK carriEr wiTH prESSurE
Here’s another option on a 2 on 1. The defensive player moves laterally and pressures 
the puck carrier. By moving to play the puck carrier the defender forces the attacker 
to rush the pass.  The goalie reads the defensive pressure and moves laterally to play 
the shot.

2.0 dEFEnSivE TacTicS in THE oFFEnSivE zonE
2.1.1 F1
The first forward, or F1, entering the offensive zone is responsible for cutting the 
ice in half by angling the offensive player to one side of the ice.  If it’s possible, the 
defender should force the attacker out wide on the backhand to limit the attacker’s 
offensive options.

2.1.2 F2
Here, the second forward, F2, enters the offensive zone, and reads the play from mid 
ice. F2 now  moves in behind F1 in a position of support.

2.1.3 F3
The primary purpose of F3, or the third forward entering the zone, is to stay high just 
inside the blue line, maintaining position between the puck and his own net.

2.1.4 d1
The first defenseman, or D1, should move up ice quickly maintaining optimal gap with 
the offensive forwards.  By staying on the puck side of the ice the defenseman is in 
good position to either play the rush or pinch if a turnover occurs inside the blueline.

2.1.5 d2
Here, the second defenseman also moves quickly up ice, again maintaining optimal 
gap with the offensive forwards.  Mid ice positioning for D2 is essential for taking 
away long seam passes and being available as offensive support on a possible 
turnover.

3.0 dEFEnSivE TacTicS in THE nEuTraL zonE
3.1 nEuTraL zonE ForEcHEcKinG
3.1.1 F1
When forechecking in the neutral zone, F1 should establish inside out positioning to 
take away the D to D pass.  Skating in an inside out pattern forces the offensive team 
to play the puck up the wall.

3.1.2 F2
Here, the second forward on the forecheck reads F1’s actions and either jumps to 
play the D to D pass or moves to support if the puck is played up the boards.

3.1.3  F3
F3’s responsibility in the neutral zone is to stay between the puck and his own net.  
Now, depending on the defensive system that his team is playing, F3 should be 
positioned either in the middle lane for support or in the wide lane to take away the 
outside option.
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3.1.4 d1
When forechecking in the neutral zone, D1 should be on the puck side of the ice.  If 
there is strong defensive support, D1 can choose to step up and force the attackers 
to make a play.  On the other hand, if there’s not enough defensive support, D1 
should back off and take time to read the rush.

3.1.5 d2
As the offside defenseman, D2’s responsibility is to stay in the middle lane.  Not only 
should D2 be aware of an offensive threat wide, he should also be prepared to step 
up and make a play in the middle of the ice.

3.2 dEFEndinG THE ruSH
3.2.1 2 on 1
On a 2 on 1 rush the defender should maintain middle positioning between the 2 
attackers.  By establishing an optimal gap with the puck carrier and maintaining 
skating speed, the defender attempts to delay the speed of the attack.  As the play 
moves closer to the net, the defender should force the attacker wide into a poor 
shooting angle.

3.2.2 3 on 1
Here, with more options available to the attackers in a 3 on 1, the defender plays a 
loose gap in the middle of the ice to buy time for secondary defenders on the back-
check. The defender should eliminate the cross ice pass and allow the goaltender to 
play the shooter. 

3.2.3 2 on 2
Effectively defending the 2 on 2 relies on great communication between D1 and D2.  
If the attackers cross in front of the defenders, high, outside the top of the circles, the 
defender closest to the puck calls a switch.  This communication tells the other defen-
seman to switch coverage to the attacker moving into his lane.  If the attackers cross 
below the top of the circles, the defender closest to the puck carrier should pressure 
the puck and the second defenseman should sag to support the front of the net.

3.2.4 3 on 2
When defending against a 3 on 2 attack, the defencemen should be prepared to 
hold up the offensive rush to allow the backcheckers time to pick up the 3rd attacker.  
So, maintaining optimal gap and deflecting the attack to the outside are keys to 
defending against the 3 on 2.

3.2.5 1 on 2
The defending team has the advantage when faced with a one on two attack.  Here, 
knowing that there is additional defensive support the defenseman closest to the 
puck steps up and forces the attacker to make a play.

3.2.6  3 on 3 TracKinG
On a 3 on 2 rush, a third defender should track back quickly through the middle, to 
create a 3 on 3 situation.  This tracking defender, communicates with the defensemen 
and picks up the trailing forward to eliminate him as a passing option.

3.2.7 3 on 3 ruSH
In a 3 on 3 rush the high defensive forward and both defensemen skate backward 
facing the rush.  The defensive forward should pressure the puck carrier to force a 
pass, and a possible turnover. If no turnover results, the defensive forward should lock 
onto the original puck carrier and play him all the way back to the net.

4.1 dEFEnSivE zonE rESponSiBiLiTiES
4.1.1 d1
In the defensive zone, D1 is responsible for the puck carrier in the corner.  Using his 
read and react skills, D1 determines whether to pressure or contain the puck carrier 
depending upon the puck carrier’s level of control.  If the puck carrier passes the puck 
the defender must stay between him and the net.

4.1.2 d2
The primary role of the second defenseman or D2, in the defensive zone, is  to hold 
the front of the net.  D2 should have his feet facing up ice and his head on a swivel.  
If a pass comes in front of the net, D2 is responsible for playing the pass receiver.  If 
the offensive team changes the point of attack, D2 should jump to the opposite 
corner and assume D1’s role as first pressure on the puck.

4.1.3 F1
Here, F1’s primary role in the defensive zone, is to support D1 in the corner.  By 
playing off the puck on the defensive side, F1 can take possession of a loose puck or 
support if D1 is beaten out of the corner.  If the puck moves to the opposite corner, 
F1 tracks the play by crossing in front of the net, to support D2.

4.1.4 F2
As the second forward back F2 should backcheck hard to the net before moving 
quickly to the high slot.  Once in high slot coverage, F2 is responsible for the 
opposing defenseman furthest away from the puck.  If the puck moves to the oppo-
site side, F2 should slide and continue to be responsible for the player who has now 
become the strong side D.

4.1.5 F3
The third forward back, or F3, should track through the middle of the ice and cover 
the strong side defenseman.  By positioning himself at the top of the face off circle 
with his feet perpendicular to the boards, F3 can read the play in the corner, and at 
the same time, be ready to intercept a pass to the point.

4.2 dEFEnSivE zonE SiTuaTionS
4.2.1 pucK carriEr BEHind THE nET
If the puck carrier has good control behind the net, the defensemen should face the 
puck carrier.  Here, D1 forces the puck carrier to his backhand, while D2 ensures that 
the puck carrier is unable to perform a wraparound.  F1 picks up the net front forward 
and F2 and F3 sag to pick up the 3rd forward and backside D.

4.2.2 cornEr – inTo/ouT oF
When playing the puck or any offensive player into the corner, the defender should 
always take an inside out route, skating in an arc below the circle.  This move forces 
the play up the boards and away from the quiet zone behind the net.  When going 
back toward his own net, the defender should always maintain defensive side posi-
tioning, which is simply, keeping his body between his man and the net.

4.2.3 nET FronT
When checking an opposing player in front of the net the defenseman should attempt 
to control the attacking player’s body and stick without getting tied up.  Here, the 
defenseman in front of the net faces up ice with his head on a swivel, while the 
forward furthest away from the puck sags and provides support in front of the net.

4.2.4 poinT
F2 and F3 are responsible for covering the offensive defensemen at the points.  Here, 
the slot forward, or F2, with his head on a swivel, maintains positioning between the 
puck and the weak side defenseman, or the defenseman furthest away from the puck.  
F3 positions himself between the puck and the strong side defenseman, ready to 
either intercept passes or step out to deflect shots.

4.2.5 SidE BoardS
When the offensive team has control of the puck on the side boards, either D1 or F1 
should contain the puck carrier.  In this case, D1 moves to contain the puck carrier, 
while F1 covers a 2nd attacker eliminating him as a threat to the net. The forward, 
(F2, F3) responsible for puck side point coverage, sags to pressure, but he should be 
aware of a potential pass to the point and be ready to eliminate it as an option.

4.2.6 HinGE SupporT – 2 on 2
In the corner, D1 and F1 may choose to play a modified man to man.  Each defender 
covers one of the corner attackers.  If the puck is moved from one attacker to the 
other, the defensive team should utilize a hinge, where D1 sags to support F1.

4.2.7 3 on 3 - SHadE
Here, the net front defensive player moves to where the 3rd offensive player is located.  
This shading limits the time and space that the 3rd attacker has to maneuver, if he 
receives a pass.

4.2.8 cycLE
The attacking team uses an offensive cycle to maintain puck control, confuse the 
defense and look for a lane to the net.  To avoid confusion, defenders on the cycle 
must communicate and maintain defensive side positioning. Here, the 3rd forward 
jumps down low on the cycle while D2 moves in to defend.  D1 stays with the original 
puck carrier and returns to the front of the net on the defensive side.

4.2.9 acTivaTEd dEFEnSEman
Both high forwards need to be aware of the possibility that an offensive defenseman 
at the point may activate and join the attack, deep in the offensive zone.  If the defen-
seman furthest from the puck moves toward the net looking for a backdoor pass, F2 
should prevent the pass by sagging and playing the man to the net.  If an offensive 
forward rotates into the point position, F2 should release the activated D to the net 
front defenseman.




